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A broken feather of some pigeon lying on the floor of
this examination hall.

89

The glossy bluish gray of the barbules seems to contain
a monsoon sky when the rains have suddenly stopped
to start again, though. The feather is a relic of
innumerable flights the pigeon might have undertaken.
It is an unrecorded history of astral navigations, a dot of
time in once-upon-a-space, an unauthored tale told
upon the winds by an anonymous cooing idiot. It is
nothing out of something – unlike Lear's 'nothing out of
nothing…' and, flouting back to the winds the
perenniality of the Vedic Nasadi Sukta – 'ne'ti… ne'ti…
ne'ti'. For it is only out of something that nothing can be
born. Be it the earth, the world, the eehaloka, the maya,
the Prakrati or the broken feather… . One with blinds of
maya upon one's eyes can only comprehend that
Something as Nothing: only Nothing will dump that
Something as nothing. It smacks of desperation.
When and how the feather lying in the examination hall
got broken – no one can tell, nor remember. Nor even
the bird it belongs to. The actual feel is all pigeoned. As I
touch it, I seem to hold a tender take-off of an ashen
bird as though a whole sky, un-horizon-ed, spread itself
on my palm. Ever since I grew into boyhood with
growing personal likes and dislikes, I seemed to
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Glen Phillips
(Australia)

Dawdling To Death? Oh, No!
(sic transit gloria mundi)
cultivate strong reservations against pigeons. It is
rather an innocent bird as all birds usually are but
unlike them, its innocence verges, so I felt, on sheer
cowardice and stupidity combined. The tale referring
to a pigeon closing its eyes on seeing a cat and foolishly
thinking the cat was not there, in a way, confirms my
bias. It's most unmusical cooing jars on my ears and
disturbs my afternoon naps. Its size, above all, neither
big nor small makes it somewhat an ugly bird to look
at… It does not conclusively fit into my aesthetic
parameters. And finally its nest, one of the shabbiest,
makes my dislike for it all the more strong.
Having said all, however, the broken feather lying on
the floor is a thing of beauty- the ruined angel of a lost
paradise. The curved keratin shimmering like a
rainbow after a have-been-rain has a tale about itself
dating back to Shibi, to Dattatreya in the ancient
Sanskrit Scriptures. It has flown beyond centuries-from mythical past to this examination hall.
THE BELL HAS GONE.
Should I collect the OMR sheets?
-Anuraag
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When young, we found time passed so slowly!
My god, afternoons in schoolrooms crept
slower than green caterpillars on a leaf.
‘Slow as Christmas!’ we chided late-comers.
And we waited years, it seemed, to glimpse
the next new sibling slouching to come forth.
At end of summer we even longed for
school to resume, with new playground games,
and bonfire night for Guy Fawkes. But what
an age we waited for November to come!
As we counted roman candles one by one
and catherine wheels and jumping jacks,
rockets on their sticks tempted us to stand
them upright in bottle. But we held back.
It seemed waiting to be adult would take
a hundred years. And waiting for war’s end
was even worse, certainly for men who
wearily recalled the lingering in Changi jail—
eternity no wife or kids could grasp.
Now my dawdling days are done, it seems.
Aged and not-so-aged who might enjoy
a decade or two, at best, have come now
to the back gate, the way out. Resigned
or not, to be put out in the paddock where
time flickers past like a runaway horse.
Prosopisia
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Yakori Mohammed
(Nigeria)

Glitterati
So, unlike ennui of my youth, these days
it seems I’ve hardly trundled in the trash bin
before I’m realising it’s time again to wheel
it back out. Loved ones’ birthdays fly past
like flicker of telephone poles through glazed
windows of a speeding train. No way could I
have guessed when young that the long road
to death was undignified, perhaps, as
Shakespeare’s ‘exit pursued by a bear’
or maybe a fabled running of the bulls.

Snapshots fill the air
Smirks and chuckles
Echoed in my head
They all look hyped up
The soirée's a grand bogus
Affair, only the prolific
Cheek folks turn up to
Flaunt their worth
My intuition kept
Speculating how pathetic
They ought to be feeling
Slowly my knees went feeble
The natural ambience is now
Fused with the pungent
Stench of the cocktail
Stirring through the cool lounge
Men in their polished
Demeanor accentuate their
Craze for the queen bee and
Soccer, wherever anytime
Women subtly in their frock
All sleek and suave chatting
About trinkets, frill and
Apparels while casting glances
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Nathanael O'Reilly
(USA)

Floodwaters
Modesty skinned due to
Lights and paparazzi
Pride stripped off cuningly
In this hypocrite spot
Paint, spray, deck in the most
Exorbitant adornment
Leaving on honour not
Lavish life of a bluffer
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Driving slowly through flood waters
In northern New South Wales
In a 1979 Honda Civic hatchback
Watching the water spray against
The windows from the backseat,
I was too young to worry
About the engine stalling,
Driving off the bitumen
Or how deep the water might be.
Creeping forward, our car created
Gentle waves that spread outward
Through the seemingly endless darkness
Over the vast submerged plain.
The headlights reflected off the water
And the Southern Cross shone
High above the highway
As I soaked in the scene.
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French Accent

Warburton Winter

Coming home from the milk bar
With a Big M and The Age, I find
A girl smoking on the front steps,
Her knees drawn up to her chest.
She is here about the spare room.
I invite her inside, where she speaks
With a slight French accent, quoting
Rimbaud, Mallarmé and Baudelaire.
Over black coffee, she tells me tales
Of life as a diplomat’s daughter
In Vanuatu and New Caledonia
Sitting with her back to the window,
The afternoon sun in my eyes,
Her face always in shadow.

We stayed up all night
Playing pool, talking,
Eating raisin toast
And drinking instant
Coffee, convinced
We were forming
Friendships that would
Last forever. Not quite
Twenty years old
We were too naïve
To foresee the forces
That would shape us
In the years to come.
Like a river slowly
Changing its course
We changed our beliefs,
Gave birth to new dreams,
Let old friendships die
And learnt to stop caring.
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Lesley Hawkes

Shanta Acharya

(Nigeria)

(England)

The Visitor

With New Eyes

She only kept half of the house open.
The other sections were locked so no-one could get in.
She had to do this because one night
she had found a strange man lying on one of the beds.
She didn’t mind the carpet snakes or the possums
But a strange man was going too far.
He had jumped up at the sight of her
Pushed open the French-doors
And made a quick get -away.
There was no time for her to grab the loaded shot gun
kept beside the wood-stove.
Her only companion was the purple bouganvellea
that had taken over the rails around the verandah
and completely blocked the top step.
The verandah used to look out over the
manicured tennis court
but now the only view was dead grass and dirt.
The irrigation system had rusted away years ago.
She still polished the silver coffee service
And brought out the best tea cups
for any guests that may arrive.
On reflection she wondered if she should have offered
the strange man
a Royal Dalton cup with a rose on it.
She needed someone to chop the wood.

With new eyes see creation unfathomably replicating,
Unaware of the miracle that explains their evolutionary wink.
Birds, animals, creatures of the sea spend their days living.
If only we'd see the indifference of the universe without a blink.
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Unaware of the miracle that explains their evolutionary wink,
All living beings serve their purpose without knowing.
If only we'd see the indifference of the universe without a blink.
Every thing that is born must die; death a kind of homecoming.
All living beings serve their purpose without knowing.
Each pulse of energy leaves a trace across time and space.
Every thing that is born must die; death a kind of homecoming.
Is there some thing, some where patienly recreating us?
Each pulse of energy leaves a trace across time and space.
Look at us, bestowed with free will, failing to do the right thing.
Is there some thing, some where patienly recreating us?
Is our inheritance not proof enough of losses our frailties bring?
Look at us, bestowed with free will, failing to do the right thing.
Poverty, injustice, wars examples of our flawed humanity.
Is our inheritance not proof enough of losses our frailties bring?
Let's preserve the planet's resources, not plunder its plenty.
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Carl Dennis
(USA)

Missing
Poverty, injustice, wars examples of our flawed humanity.
What's the purpose of evolutions if we are its poor
masterpieces?
Let's preserve the planet's resources, not plunder its plenty.
Let's not die to new ways of seeing life emerge like phoenixes.
What's the purpose of evolutions if we are its poor
masterpieces?
Birds, animals, creatures of the sea spend their days living.
Let's not die to new ways of seeing life emerge like phoenixes.
With new eyes see creation unfathomably replicating.
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If I told you simply that the bed in the Baptist Hospital
Last occupied by Cora Stokes is empty again,
And the patient didn't go home, you'd be likely
Not to feel much interest. So I'm adding here
The news that she's gone missing, that any tip
On her whereabouts will be highly prized.
Cora Stokes, female, African-American,
Forty-seven, five feet, five inches,
Slender, with a mole on her chin
And a small scar over her right eyebrow.
Last seen the day before yesterday
In the cardiac wing by a night nurse
Who didn't like the looks of her chart.
Till a week ago, a teacher of botany
At Jefferson Junior High in Chesterfield.
On Wednesday nights a player of bridge
With three women she's known since grade school.
Left-handed. Slaps her head with her left hand
When she makes a mistake in bidding
Made by beginners. Owner of a bungalow
On Cherry Street, three bedrooms,
One occupied by her mother, Bessie,
Seventy-six, crippled by arthritis,
One by her daughter, Trish, eleven,
A fifth grader at Holy Angels, no Baptist school
Near-by being available. Single mother
Observed by neighbors on weekends
Working with daughter in vegetable garden
Prosopisia
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Ikeogu Oke
(Nigeria)

MY Words Have Hurt You...
While mother looks on from a canvas chair.
Observed on Sundays driving the pair
To Second Baptist on Randolph Street.
Believes that her god sees everything;
Not sure what he does with the information.
An abstainer from alcohol for eleven years
Except for the break after the operation
When a lump in her right breast was removed.
Movie-goer, with a preference for heavy
Domestic drama, three-handkerchief features
That serve to keep her heart soft and flexible.
Worried she has no room in her heart
For two back-biting colleagues,
Two teachers she'd assign some serious time
In Purgatory if she were Catholic.
Reader of the personal columns in the Star
Confident she'll be happier when she swears off men
And doesn't relent as she did the last time.
Lover of swing-band music. Owner of a canary
She gives the run of the house an hour at dusk,
The time of day that for her seems least confining,
Most open to possibility, to change.
If your life seems closed to the possibility
Of lasting significance, I guarantee it will change
If any information you offer
Leads at last to her being found.

20
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My words have hurt you once,
And the pain left us
Prostrate with unease,
You distraught, I nervous.
Silence dug a ditch between us;
Neither you nor I could dare cross
The wordless moat
Dark with the waters of Styx4.
Even the ferryman of Hades5,
His limbs and body all bone and pallor,
Would not look at me as I stood
On the dusky bank of my remorse,
Waiting to be ferried to the other side,
Ferried to meet you and be with you again,
And sprinkle watery thoughts on your heart
That burned with grief
And still glowed with warmth
Even in its distress.
O that he would relent and ferry me across
In the course of the night, my coin
Filling a chink in his palm of white bones.
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Song of Adoration
O that he would take me to see
How even your sadness could be a thing of beauty,
Your face framing a charm from which words fled
Like wild birds at the sound of a gunshot,
Fled for they could not describe its forlorn loveliness.
My love, what a hard-tipped sword my tongue can be!
But I shall beat it into a ploughshare for your dear sake.
Nor will I ever hurt you again to rouse such charm!

Your eyes are the most beautiful I have seen;
I have loved the pure charcoal blackness of their lenses
And the cheerful twinklings of their wool-white pupils,
And how their slanted lids dilate with smiles.
These I have loved at first sight and shall love
After a million million sights here and in the hereafter.
For I have wished I could see your eyes forever,
And gaze at them, and marvel in the endless
Halls crammed with the sparkling beauties they evoke.
Your hands, from elbow joints to fingertips,
Are the most beautiful I have seen;
I have loved to see their light hue glow
And have loved the feel of their palms
Which the universe of words cannot describe.
I have loved, too, how your fingernails,
The colour of marble, are trimmed down
To perfect quarter-moons—for all their marble lustre!
Your legs are beautiful too, for they make you stand tall,
And steady your gait with gentle strides, like the strides
Of whistling pines in motion, nudged by a gentle breeze.
Your body is a bell that should ring for the gods.
It is divinely beautiful in these eyes
That have never lied to me.

22
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Penko Simmons
(Africa)

Passing By

Mind

Nearer to my end i move
Further away i drove
With the sun in my move
And the Moon in my mood
Slowly am passing by

Mind and space are like a place for wonder
Mine is still empty and shanty like the Kalahari
I try to dig deep into my mind to find what's under
But still i wander searching for wonder
Human Nature they say is sharing with one another
However it doesn't make life any better
My mind's scanty but still got elements under
Love, hate, sincerity,
Weed, need and pity
But it still doesn't make life any better
Exploring through my mind is still part of the wander
A journey never complete till the day we go 6 feet under
Then on a sweet sunny day, a sudden sweep takes you
Like a clap of thunder
Some say heaven and earth is a place for this
One with pain, the other full of bliss
The sweet or sour smell of sulphur and incense
Something you can't miss
Don't know where we going
This you can admit
Amidst, my mind still empty like a barren land
With no place for senses filled only with sensi
I see through your mind and i see the sense in it
If you could see mine, you see it is clouded
Clouds thicker and darker than the sky
And when you pass me by, you see my heart
Shaded and am looking all faded
Something that makes us look all jaded

Surely life is good
Lovely mine is rude
Shine as i go with the groove
Fade as i go from the youth
Slowly am passing by

24
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Yolanda Lin M
(Zimbabwe)

A love story
Yet our minds bleed for reality
To transcend the paths of humanity
I find and i find and still can't find
What's kept out for me
Is your mind like mine?
Or is it filled like a gold mine?
So i could get alive though your mind
Connection of minds like a land-line
I take the call every time your mind calls mine
To feel alive so i could stay online
My mind needs your mind

26
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Looking into the sky with its million cat eyes,
over night the essence of love is sealed, within a ring of great size.
Luring thoughts and ideas of enticing intentions,
where two minds in love fulfil sensual inventions.
Marriage is the thought, “will you marry me”, are the words,
as their souls combine to sing songs of mutual lovebirds.
Utter heaven! A Haven! Utopia! Subtle paradise!
Asonemantoonewomanconfesses,formywifeIshallpaytheprice.
Slipping a ruby ring on her finger whilst gazing in her eyes,
believing every word he had said, she thought he’d never tell lies.
They lay through the night as lovers do,
from dusk till dawn the hours seemed too few.
For years and years their love blossomed and grew,
who would have thought this love was untrue?
Who would have thought all good things come to an end?
That overnight this maiden would lose her friend.
It’s true at first he seemed like her divine jewel,
but after a few years this jewel became cruel.
The man she knew and loved, she grew to hate.
Could this have been destiny or misfortune's fate?
A man once so dear, trustworthy and real,
His warm tender love she could no longer feel.
Like seasons, their summer turned into winter.
Their love had blossomed and now began to wither.
She had always thought they’d walk pace with pace,
but with tears in her eyes, he turned his face.
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Gerald Jonas
(USA)

Night Flight
“But you promised”, she whispered sadly
looking into his eyes searching for mercy.
Love he had promised, love he had sworn,
But that day all that love had gone.
Yesterday’s confessed love was tomorrow’s pain.
A transaction of love without any gain.
Denial, betrayal, anguish and hurt,
A fatal tragedy from his first flirt.
But like all flowers do, they grow and die,
and like with love, their knot did untie.

28
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Here we lay our burden of irony
down. What seemed like anarchy
below falls into place.
Headlights on highways
as neatly spaced as vertebrae
divine a moving curve Klee
might have envied.
At 10,000 feet the clouds
return us to ourselves.
Flight attendants plump up pillows.
The captain’s soothing voice defines
the speed and tangent of our curve
tonight. Cocooned in sound, we fall
toward sleep and San Francisco.
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Jhinuk Sen
(India)

Things on Wardrobe Doors.
LUST
(I think I love you. Who are you anyway?)
Here it is, the big "Wow," the big "Gee," the big
"Yesyesyes" you've been waiting for. This is where you
find something or someone and believe they are better,
greater, cuter, wiser and more wonderful than anything
you have ever known.
Lust isn't a sin, it's a necessity, for with lust as our guide
we imagine our bodies moving the way our bodies
were meant to move: We can do marathons with our
feet, lift pounds with our arms, have stars in our eyes
and do a nifty tango. And you think:
I have no need of food, I have no need of sleep, I have no
needs other than occasionally chewing a breath mint.
You are the best thing that's ever happened to me,
probably because you haven't happened to me yet.
FEAR
(Also known as : Uh-oh)
This is where the doubt begins, where the mind comes
back home from shopping, yells at the heart, binds and
gags it to a nice lounge chair and allows guilt, failure,
and remembrances of things past to sit in for a nice
game of bridge. This is where you fear what you need
most. If it's a person you love then you fear appearing
foolish in front of them. If it's a sport, you fear being
foolish in front of many, many people at the same time.
And you begin to think:
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Oh no. What if I am wrong? What if this stinks? What if
my heart has blinders on, it's had blinders on before, in
fact it had dark heavy patches taped all over it. I mean, I
love myself, there are just parts between the top of my
head and the bottom of my feet that could see some
improvement. I am not demeaning myself, I have
relatives who do that.
THE TRUTH
(Love is hard work. And, sometimes, hard work can
really hurt).
Love is a game. If they didn't tell you before, we will tell
you now. Love is a game and if you play you either win,
lose, or get ejected before the game is over.
There are no ties.
Maybe you'll lose and learn some great meaning from it
all (Like if it looks too good to be true, it is). It's easy to
love someone when you don't have to work at it. It's
harder when it asks something of you,
you just might be afraid to give.
Give it anyway.
The heart is the most resilient muscle. It is also the
stupidest. So if this love you've found is good to you,
hold it, keep it, shout about it. If it isn't, then maybe you
should just become very good friends.
I had this written on my wardrobe doors from the time I
was 16. And I am still learning from it.
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Maitreyee Chowdhury
(India)

Thoughts on visiting a Shiva temple

From the Debris of life

This morning I visited a temple,

I pick up pieces of me strewn all over you
From the debris that is life-

Not really for homage,
Not really for blessingsSomething about Divinity and its chimes…I suppose
In the waters by the Shiva..sitting a-grimace
I see a Linga of sorts,
That’s BIG ..I think
And accommodating still.. of infinityIn the stillness of the waters, running- deep, murky and dark
Like a handful of stars, flung into the colossal dark,
Shone some coins..flung onto the lord
Some wishes, I thought – Men would have made
Some for Love, more for health,
Many for prosperity- if you please..
How many I wonder..for Divinity?
In curious shapes of Serpentine shadows
Worshiping, stone and Lime..well meshed.
Figurines beneath the water they lay
In death like sleep of polluting needsThoughts virile in shadows of sanity
Swimming across the waters deep
Two trout’s- black they were!
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A heart here, a poem there
A laugh, a caress.. a kiss gone amiss
How much shall I crawl in the midst of it allBroken pieces of promises & dreams
And I have been picking since long..
My face and yours have been construed over time
Into cynics hopelessly at war
But then I think..just for a lark
Had it all been different..
Show me how love and life would have beenHad we learnt to love without disintegrating..
Me and you shall perhaps soon seek better addresses..
Home without ruins
Where the Ivy has not crept in and the waters in the
vase not dead..yet
We shall perhaps move on..
The children shall ask in jest someday
Over a game of scrabble..
Had we loved?
The eyes shall light up in their dimmed existence of normalcy
And shut down in the forever of lies
“No..perhaps not”…Love does not let go!
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Jerry Adesewo
(Africa)

The Final News

ONCE UPON A TIME

The final news
Gave birth to another

Day-in, day-out,
stories begin.
Some end,
but most, abruptly,
just stop in the middle,
like an unfinished novel stashed away,
and forgotten for eons.

A house burning here
Another crumbling there
A man missing
A woman drowning
A dying child here
Another wounded child there
Continuously everyone dies
And we run for dear lives
Like shaft after the wind
Awaiting the next news
After the final news

Wondering what went wrong
we ask ourselves what happened
but most of the time
to our frustration
we get no answers
we have no explanation.
But then we do
have memories of a touch
a kiss,
a son,
and a scent
to remember someone by.
These may just be enough
the end may not really be important
maybe what matters most is
to have a beginning...
...once upon a time.

34
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Xavier Pons

the odd lunatic who thought throwing a bomb at the
Führer could stop the Reich of a Thousand Years in its
tracks. How laughable. Heaven was no exaggerated
reward for such a dedicated person as he, and he
looked forward to sampling its pleasures. At least there
would be no bloody Jews there to spoil everything for
him.

(France)

Hitler in Heaven
Shortly after shooting himself in his bunker when all
was lost, Adolf Hitler woke up to find himself in heaven,
feeling none the worse for wear. He was not unduly
surprised. Hadn't he, after all, always tried to do the
right thing, not just by the vaterland, but by the whole
of Europe? He'd had visions of a better, purer world,
cleansed of all the sub-human creatures which for
centuries had been busily trying to destroy the
achievements of the Aryan race. Granted, he had not
met with complete success, though it wasn't for lack of
trying. He had devoted his entire life to the good fight
against the dark forces of international jewry and
bolshevism, and if the latter now seemed on the point
of prevailing no one could say it was the Führer's fault.
He'd got Germany back into shape, and people didn't
seem to realise what an incredible amount of hard
work this required. If anyone deserved the rewards
Heaven presumably offered, Adolf mused, it was surely
himself.
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In the sparsely-furnished anteroom to Heaven where
Hitler was sitting there also sat a family of four, freshly
slaughtered by SS troops fleeing the advance of the
Russian Army. They seemed to be in a kind of daze,
uncertain if they really were in Heaven. The father,
Abraham, had a good feeling. He smiled, and looked
around him. And then he saw Hitler and his smile froze:
he was so close he could have reached out and touched
the trademark peaked cap or tweaked the hateful
moustache. The shock cleared the last cobwebs from
his mind. He turned to his wife Rebecca and shook her
by the arm. She looked at him, wide-eyed and
uncomprehending, still in the shadow of the
unspeakable tragedy which had befallen her and her
people. Shock had not deprived Abraham of his sense of
humour. 'Wake up, Rebecca', he said, 'there's good news
and bad news. Can you see Hitler sitting over there?
The good news is that if the guy is here it means he's
dead. The bad news is, it also means he's been admitted
to Heaven.'

He'd always been prepared to suffer for his ideas,
whether as a young, penniless artist, as a soldier or as a
patriotic statesman confronted with the daily wiles of
relentless enemies. He'd been prepared to be laughed
at, to go to prison - that at least had given him the time
to write his great work Mein Kampf, which had been
gratifyingly well reviewed, especially the later editions.
He'd been prepared to face the stupidity of his own
generals, who were sometimes slow to recognise his
military genius. Prepared to die too - there was always

Rebecca was now wide awake. She instinctively flung
a protective arm over the children, David and Rachel,
who seemed to be asleep at her side. She couldn't digest
what Abraham had been telling her. Surely God would
not tolerate someone like Hitler in His Heaven. Hitler
was the worst monster in human form to have roamed
the earth. He was responsible for so much carnage and
destruction. His cold, insane passions had resulted in
millions of horrible deaths. His place was in Hell, no
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question, so what was he doing here? A terrible thought
crossed her mind. Perhaps they were all in Hell
together, unredeemed by the ordeal they had gone
through, the starvation, the insults and indignities, the
blows, and finally the merciful bullet through the brain.
The All-Mighty did not think they had suffered enough
for their earthly sins, and had sent the Führer to
torment them through all eternity. But she could not
believe God would be so cruel. Abraham appeared to be
no less mystified. It just didn't make sense.
Just then a door opened and an almost disembodied
arm signalled Hitler to move. He stepped into a spartan
kind of office where he saw a rather tall middle-aged
figure wearing a nondescript kind of uniform – Hitler
liked that - which later generations would come to
know as a Mao suit. There was such a sense of authority
about him that the Führer, almost instinctively, made to
salute him by raising his right arm in the accepted nazi
fashion - by then, of course, he knew no other. 'Please,'
Peter said, cutting him short. 'Not here.'
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duty of a good leader was to identify those subversive
elements which threatened the well being of the
legitimate population. The second was to destroy them,
by whatever means (the Führer smiled a self-indulgent
smile as he recalled what pleasing progress he'd made
by moving from the early, inefficient death lorries to the
later, supremely functional gas chambers. Ah, if only
he'd had a little more time. So little time, and so much to
destroy...). In these matters, if one had to err, it was best
to err on the side of generosity. Better kill a few million
innocents than let one enemy of the Reich go
unpunished. It was essential to separate the sheep
from the goats, to protect the interests of the master
race, and to inflict severe punishment on all who
challenged the wisdom of the Great Leader. But here, it
would appear, here in this patently anarchobolshevistic place, anything went.
'Not quite', Peter interrupted, as if he had been
following Hitler's train of thoughts, which of course he
had. 'We do sit on judgment here, and we do distinguish
between good people, bad people, and the myriads in
between. However, our business is not so much
punishment as reform. Yes, humans have dabbled with
this idea too - not you, Mr Hitler, I'll give you that - and
mostly made a mess of it. Just think of Britain's
Australian convicts or of the Khmer Rouge and their reeducation camps.' Oddly enough, and even though the
Cambodian killing fields would not materialise for
some decades after the Führer's death, Hitler knew
exactly what Peter meant. 'But here we have means
that are not available on earth and which make the idea
quite workable,' the person in the Mao suit went on.

Hitler was puzzled by this rebuff. Surely Heaven was a
more grandiose version of the Third Reich, and while
they might do things a bit differently here, how could
they object to a good old nazi salute? 'I see you do not
understand, Mr Hitler', Peter went on. 'Allow me to
explain a few points. You are here in Heaven simply
because there is no other place. No purgatory, no hell.
No fire and brimstone, no devils and pitchforks, no
damned. Everybody, even the lowest scum, ends up
here.' This made very little sense to Hitler. It meant
there must be Jews, Gypsies, Slavs and other
homosexuals about the place. What kind of heaven was
that? Was it meant to mock him and his ideals? This was
no way to run a country, much less a..., a... - how could
you describe a place like this, which should have been a
model of sound management and leadership? The first

'You see, we could not countenance the idea of
everlasting punishment, even for the most atrocious
type of criminal. No crime, however monstrous,
deserves an eternity of retribution, without any
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prospect of the suffering stopping eventually. Besides,
as I have told you, punishment is not what we're after.
Any idiot can punish, and it generally does more harm
than good. Here, we want sinners and criminals to
realise the error of their ways, and to feel sorry for their
victims. They need no other punishment than
remorse'.
Hitler's first thought was that this was a waste of time,
but then time meant nothing here. You could waste as
much as you wanted, and you'd never go short. But
what was the good of making criminals feel sorry when
it was too late to help the victims? Criminals had to be
disposed of - here, they couldn't be shot, naturally, but
there must be other ways. Despite the greater clarity of
mind which one generally experienced in Heaven, the
Führer's reflections showed no sense that the word
'criminal' might conceivably apply to him.
Peter had to lay it on the table. 'You, Mr Hitler, are
guilty of some of the worst crimes against humanity the
world has ever known', he said sternly, much to the
Führer's anger. His notoriously choleric temper had
not been much improved by his recent translation to a
higher plane, and he wasn't used to anyone making
such wild accusations to his face. He would give that
presumptuous prick a piece of his mind. But neither the
nerves which were preparing to send his face into wild
twitches nor the furious gutturals which had been
gathering in his throat could go any further. He had
been somehow rendered speechless. This only made
his indignation greater. How could they call him a
criminal when his every waking minute (and many of
his dreams too) had been devoted to the public good?
And why on earth (OK, they weren't on earth anymore well, why) should he feel sorry for the Jewish and
Bolshevik scum he'd been despatching to a better
world ? (as he realised this meant here, the Führer was
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tempted to rephrase his point). No way Jose, not in a
million years! If they had threatened to torture him he
might have recanted, but since they didn't believe in
those methods here they had a snowball's chance in
hell to make him change his mind.
'You underestimate the effectiveness of our methods,
Mr Hitler', Peter said reasonably. 'But you'll see for
yourself'. He didn't explain what he meant, and the
Führer dismissed the uneasiness which had begun to
creep over him.
His cheeks were kind of itching and when he made to
scratch himself he found they were covered in a full
beard that hadn't been there a minute ago. Beards were
untidy, and Hitler couldn't bear untidiness. Even while
Russian artillery was relentlessly pounding the
Reichscapital to rubble, he had not neglected to shave
and otherwise take care of his appearance. Where did
this beard come from? He didn't need to look in a
mirror to see that he looked different now. And his
uniform was gone, replaced by loose black clothes,
covered by a long black topcoat, just as his military cap
had turned into a skullcap. My God, he looked just like a
rabbi! Before he could scream out his rage at the trick
which had been played upon him, he felt the urge to
read kaddish in memory of all the fellow-Jews who had
been swallowed by the German killing machine. He
could give no comfort to the living but he could ease the
passage of the martyrs who were still turning up in
their hundreds.
He went back to the anteroom and walked over to
Abraham, Rebecca and the kids. When they saw him,
their puzzled faces broke into a smile. 'Rabbi!'
Abraham exclaimed joyfully. 'It's so good to see you.
You know, I had a dream or hallucination - starvation
has made us very weak - I thought I saw Hitler sitting
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right here, and I almost despaired of God. But it's all
right now, isn't it? It was just a bad dream?' The rabbi
looked at them with immense compassion. ‘Yes’, he
said, ‘it is indeed all right.’How those poor souls had
suffered! He was overcome with emotion as he saw the
harm which the folly of some men had unleashed not
just on his own people but on the whole of mankind.
With almost unbearable clarity the whole sorry and
wonderful saga of humanity unfolded before him.
There had been plenty of evil, but evil would never have
the last word. Murderers would not inherit the earth.
The peace that such knowledge brought to his mind
was mixed with an unaccountable but nagging sense of
personal guilt. He did not belong only to the victims'
side but to all sides. He was both the lamb and the
butcher, he understood. And, in a quiet corner of
Heaven, Hitler wept.

Sylva Nze Ifedigbo
(Nigeria)

Dodan Barracks
The first time I knew that government could change
overnight, I was eight years old. Father climbed on a
wooden stool one morning and took down the framed
picture of the President that hung next to that of him
and Mum on their wedding day. The glass covering the
picture was dusty and there were cobwebs around its
edges. It had been hanging there since I was four. I ran
my index finger across the face of the glass. When I
noticed the line it drew, I used my palm to clean off the
dust from across the entire surface, revealing the
Presidents long cap and enchanting smile which I
always admired on television when Father watched the
news.
I was in awe of the President. Staring directly at him
was very exciting. I knew him to be the most powerful
person in the country who drove around in a long
motorcade and had many military men like Father who
guarded him. I had dreams of also being the President
when I grew up and imagined how long my motorcade
will be and how the people would stop and wave each
time I was driving past. I was still relishing my fantasies
when Father suddenly took the picture away to the
little store where we kept odds and ends that were no
more of use.
“He is no more the president” he said when I asked why
he was taking it away. “We have a new Head of State.” He
announced as he walked away. And then almost
screaming, he added “The army is back.”
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I noticed the excitement in him and other adults
around. They sat around the radio all morning as if
expecting some important news. The only time I had
seen them so huddled was when the Green Eagles, our
National soccer team, played the finals of the Nations
Cup in Lagos. Initially that day, there was no power so
they, Father and two of his friends, gathered around the
radio listening to the commentary. Jumping in and out
of their seats in excitement each time the
commentator’s voice indicated we were close to
scoring. Power was restored when the match was just
about to end and I remember watching on television
how the President in his flowing white babanriga
presented the trophy to the captain of our victorious
side and how everybody had been jumping around in
joy.
Why was he no more the president and why was
everybody huddled around the radio? I wondered but
nobody was ready to tell me more. They spoke in loud
excited tones, sharing banters and saying things I did
not understand. It seemed for them a great
accomplishment that the President had been removed.
What concerned me most was that for two days, I did
not go to school because of a curfew. On the third day,
Father returned home with the framed picture of a
smiling man dressed in full military regalia like Father
usually dresses when he goes for the Independence
Day parade.
“Here is our new Head of State” he announced after
hanging the picture on the vacant space on the wall and
giving the picture a full salute as though it were a
human being.
I was to learn about the word ‘coup’ a year later in our
social studies class. It didn’t sound very fair to me that
some people could force a government out through the
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use of force and become a new government. Miss Kate,
our social studies teacher said there had been many
coups in the country. That the first one was in 1966
which sacked the first republic and led to the death of
the prime minister. I liked the prime minister. His face
was on the five Naira note and I liked that unlike others,
he did not have a ‘mister’ or ‘chief’ before his name, but
a ‘Sir’. I thought it was something special, something
akin to great achievement and silently I wished that
when I became President I too would be addressed so.
But I didn’t know he was dead until that day. I
remember going home sad, thinking how unfair it was
that coups happen and why it should lead to the death
of people of such great achievement.
But the President removed by the coup that happened
when I was eight was luckier than the prime minister.
He was not killed. He was kept on house arrest while
most of his cabinet members where put in jail. The
adults who now gathered in our living room every
evening to analyze the new Head of State’s broadcast
kept saying how it was good that the coup happened
and how great it was to chase the politicians away. They
said the politicians were corrupt and were running the
country down. They were all military officers and I
thought they were simply supporting their own. I felt
they were simply proud that one of their own was in
power and they emptied so many bottles of beer as they
talked excitedly into the night leaving me and Mother to
clean up early the next day.
We lived in a military barrack in Lagos called Bonny
Camp which housed mid level officers. Lagos was then
the seat of government and had many Barracks. This
was the fifth barrack we were living in. We had moved
there just three months before that coup, when the
general election was about to be held. But in just three
months, Father already had many friends in the camp
Prosopisia
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because of the cheerful way he related with everyone.
However, there were three who were closest to him. I
didn’t know their ranks, so I called all of them uncle.
There was uncle Musa who walked as if the weight of
the entire world was on his shoulder, uncle Adelabu
with the rounded stomach that reminded me of
Mummy when she was pregnant with Nnanna my baby
brother and uncle Mathias, tall with the broad
shoulders of a wrestler who always yanked me off the
floor and threw me into the air each time he came to the
house.
Our house was a two room apartment, one room being
the sitting room and the other, the bed room. The
houses in the barrack had no front lobby and looked
like match boxes arranged in a chain when viewed from
afar. Our sitting room was small and barely contained
three single armed cushions and a center table. The
television and the radio sat on a wooden stool placed
against the wall. There was a little space between the
two cushions and the wall. That was where Father’s
Suzuki motorcycle spent most nights but during the
day, it was my spot. It was where I poured out my
crayon and counters from school to do my home work.
It was also from where I listened to Father and his
friends talk about the coup and about the new
government.
They said the new Head of State had begun a war
against indiscipline and that civilians were now being
forced to queue in public places. They said he had lifted
the ban on importation of second hand goods and that
business was booming. They also said members of the
ousted government had been sentenced to many years
in jail, some forty, others sixty years. They agreed it
served the politicians’ right, that the country would not
have survived their looting. They said politicians were
incapable of ruling. They were very confident that the
military would save the country.
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It was from my spot behind the cushion that I heard
Father announce excited one afternoon three months
after the coup, that he had been promoted to the rank of
a Major. I was doing my English Language home work,
filling out some Lexis and Structure when he barged in,
making a loud noise as he slammed the front door shut.
It was too early for him to be home so I was surprised.
After announcing the good news, he stood there in
front of the doorway, punching the air and saying “yes”
repeatedly. Mother rushed in from the room, dropped
Nnanna on one of the cushions before hugging Father. I
wasn’t quite sure what it meant to be promoted but I
joined in the hug. Not long after, the trio of Uncle Musa,
Adelabu and Mathias arrived bearing a bottle of wine.
That night they drank and sang military songs,
thanking God for the coup as the politicians had been
responsible for delaying the long expected promotion.
That weekend, Father still in celebratory mood took us,
me, Mother and Nnanna to the Bar beach. There were
many people at the beach who had come to feel the
splash of the wave from the Atlantic against the sandy
shore. It was not my first time at the beach. Our school
had brought us on an excursion once. The excursion
saw us collecting oyster shell for our Arts class and on
this outing with Father, I spent time collecting oyster
shells and playing with the white sand. It was at this
same Bar beach that years later two young men who
had been allegedly caught with hard drugs would be
publicly executed by a firing squad without any trial.
The day I heard Father and his friends talk about it, I
imagined the blood of the men staining the white sand
on the beach and turning it red and I wondered if
people would still go to the beach to have fun after that.
The execution was done by a new government. Father
had taken down the picture of the Head of State a day
after my tenth birthday. There had been another coup.
Prosopisia
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This time it was the army against itself. At 7.00am that
morning, there had been martial music on the radio
instead of the usual jingle that heralded the 7.00am
news. I was about to leave for school when suddenly
Mother told me to go back into the house as though I
was doing something wrong. I could read the fear in her
voice. She and Father huddled around the radio
listening as a deep hoarse voice made a broadcast to
the nation announcing the coup. They both looked very
disturbed like people who had just heard some sad
news. It was after the broadcast that Father climbed a
stool and took down the picture from the wall much the
same way he took down that of the President two years
before. I didn’t go to school that day and from the
window of our sitting room I saw many armed soldiers
jumping on and off military trucks like in American war
movies.
Father left hurriedly that morning. Before he left, he
warned that no one should step outside as it wasn’t
safe. When he returned that night, I was already asleep
but I woke up the next day to a full house and the full
gist, or at least the much of it that I could understand.
Uncle Musa had been killed by the coupists. He had
been attached to one of the aides to the Head of State
and had died from gunshot injuries he sustained while
trying to defend his boss. The Head of State himself was
away in Saudi Arabia for Hajj.
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friend, they also looked worried and continued to push
the curtain slightly aside to peep out into the camp yard
as if expecting someone.
Two weeks later, Father returned home with the
framed picture of the new Head of State. There was no
excitement as he hung the picture nor did he announce
it to everyone whose picture it was. Even before he
brought the picture I already hated in my mind,
whoever was responsible for uncle Musa’s death and
when I saw the unsmiling face of the man with dark
goggles across his eyes, I knew I was not wrong. I hated
the man and that night on my bed as I lay down to sleep,
I silently prayed to God for another coup to take place to
sweep him away.
No coup happened. The new ruler was as hard and as
fierce as his face looked. Everybody was scared of him
and he was said to show no mercy to any dissident.
They called him the maximum ruler. It wasn’t just his
craze for power that made him a curse. It was also
because things went from bad to worse in the economy.
First, the slices of bread at breakfast went from five to
three and then there was no more butter or jam to go
with it. Subsequently, meat disappeared from the lunch
soup and we began to eat rice only on Sundays. Father
and his friends said America had placed economic
embargoes on us because of the Head of State's style of
rule and his poor human rights record.

Father was down cast. He sat supporting his jaw with
his palm as if his head was about to drop off. Uncle
Adelabu must have left his house in a hurry because he
had left his shirt unbuttoned exposing a worn singlet
with several holes of irregular sizes. Uncle Mathias did
not carry and throw me up in the air as usual. In fact, he
hardly noticed my presence. They didn’t say much, but
the little they said was in hushed tones as if the walls
could hear. They did not only look sad for their lost

The most popular joke when Father and his friends
talked became about Uncle Adelabu’s stomach sinking
in due to the hunger in the land, but their laughter was
no more deep and throaty. They no more spent time at
home drinking and discussing in the evenings for
security reasons. It was said that agents of the new
Head of State were everywhere and private gatherings
of officers were deemed suspicious. He was scared of
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also being ousted but the disaffection was steadily
growing among the offices. I saw it in the way Father
twisted his lips any time he had to mention the Head of
State at home. To avoid any trouble, he and his friends
spent more time at the officer’s mess returning late at
night when we were all already asleep.
We moved Barracks again when I was thirteen, this
time to Dodan Barracks. Dodan Barracks was a very
important Barracks because that was where the Head
of State lived. Security at the Barracks was very tight
and even soldiers were searched thoroughly at the
many security post littered all over it. I didn’t like
Dodan Barracks not just because the security was
stifling, but also because the relocation meant I had to
lose my friends as well as the periodic visits of Uncle
Adelabu and Uncle Mathias. But Father was excited
about the move. It seemed like he actually desired it. I
didn’t understand why until the events of one night
about a year later.
The day had been like any other day. At school, most of
my friends talked about the ongoing world cup in the
USA and how great it felt, watching Nigeria demolish
Bulgaria by three goals in the opening match. I had
watched the match alone in the sitting room the night
before as father was away at the officer’s mess or so I
thought. After the match which ended at about 1.00am,
I waited for him to return so that I could lock up the
front door but he did not. I slept off on the couch and
was awoken by Mother in the morning to prepare for
school. When I asked about Father, she told me she
didn’t know. The way she said it made me suspect
something was amiss. Perhaps they had had a fight I
guessed. They argued a lot of late about things that had
to do with money. Mother was a full time house wife
like the wives of most officers and depended solely on
handouts from Father. Those handouts were now little
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and far in between and it made them argue. Whenever
they did, Father would stumble out of the house and
not return until late and Mother would become
impatient with me and Nnanna.
I got back from school to meet Father hurrying out with
Uncle Mathias. It was the first time I was seeing him,
Uncle Mathias since our move away from Bonny Camp
and I was excited. But he barely had time to squeeze my
palm and tell me what a grown man I now was. They left
together dressed in their army camouflage outfit
complete with the round hat. When I went into the
house, I met Mother standing in the middle of the
sitting room clutching her rosary. She looked very
disturbed, but wouldn’t say a word to me besides
telling me where she kept my lunch. Quite unusually,
she did not retire early that day. She sat in the sitting
room late into the night, clutching her rosary until she
fell asleep on the couch.
That night it rained. The thunder claps were quite loud
and the lightening splashed across the room, making it
feel like it was day time. I was sitting in front of the
television, fighting off fear from the lightening as I
watched the match between Italy and Argentina when
suddenly I began to hear sporadic gun fire. Gun fire was
normal on the barrack but this was an usual hour for it
and it was so loud and continued for a while. Mother
immediately woke up like someone who had just had a
nightmare and resumed mumbling prayers on the
rosary, saying “Jesus” loudly each time the guns
boomed. I thought perhaps it was some kind of foreign
aggression as the Head of State had made many
enemies especially among the world powers and I
imagined that they had attacked us. I was very worried
about Father being out there.
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The gun shots continued for about an hour after which
the sound of sirens rented the air. The time seemed to
be crawling. Mother stood, sat and knelt as she prayed,
making me conclude she knew what was happening
outside. Besides “Jesus”, the other meaningful thing I
heard her say was “Ojigwe must come back”. Ojigwe
was Fathers nick name, a name he had gotten in
military school for his resilience which was likened to
the toughness of iron. I thought of many things and
worried that if the house were to be attacked, I would
not be able to defend Mother and Nnanna. I prayed for
Father to return. Finally, I slept off in the wee hours of
the day. When I woke up, the rays of the sun already
flooded the room.
It was a loud knock that woke me up. Before I could fully
shake off the sleep to respond, Mother was at the door. I
saw her making the sign of the cross twice in quick
succession before turning the keys to open the door. No
sooner had the door opened that five heavily armed
officers jumped into the room.
“Where is your husband?” they demanded.
“I don’t know…I have not seen him since last night” she
replied, her sudden composure shocking me.
They pushed past her and did a quick search of the
house as though to ascertain that she wasn’t lying,
looking even under the bed in the bed room and
turning the cushions upside down.
“Make sure you do not step out of this house” The
tallest of the officers who seemed to be the leader of the
team warned as they made to leave. “You are being
watched.”

had been a failed coup, that the Head of State was hale
and hearty and in complete control of the Government,
and that all the dissident officers involved in the failed
coup were right now being rounded up.
I looked from the radio to Mother, my eyes seeking an
explanation.
“I told your father not to, but he wouldn’t listen, see
what he has put all of us into now, just see.” was what
Mother volunteered as if to absolve herself of any
condemnation by me before resuming her cry asking
intermittently “Ojigwe why, why?”
Ojigwe did come back five years later. The dark goggled
Head of State suddenly died in his sleep and the army
under pressure from the West organized elections and
handed power over to civilians. The new President, a
retired army general who also went into exile at some
point pronounced amnesty for all political prisoners
and all those in exile. Father was among the first to
return. He had escaped from the country after the coup
failed, making it across the border to Benin republic on
foot before finding his way to Ghana where he was
granted asylum. Many others were not that lucky
however. Like uncle Adelabu and Uncle Mathias who
were both caught and hanged by the Maximum ruler.
Like Mother who was tortured to death by the Special
Investigation Panel to reveal where her husband was
hiding. Like me and Nnanna who had to leave school
and return to our village in the east to live with our
grandparents.

As they left, Mother slammed the door shut and busted
out crying. I didn’t need to ask her what was the matter
as just then, a voice on the radio announced that there
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Okechukwu Otukwu
(Nigeria)

A Day In A Man's Life
A bright cloudless Saturday morning offered a
temptation that Ekanem could not resist even if he had
been in the habit of resisting temptations. He was
awakened by a shaft of sunlight through a chink in his
curtain. He approached the window, drew apart the
curtains and beamed at the sight that greeted his eyes.
The time stood at a quarter past seven and he reflected
that but for the practice of man which makes a day
whatever it is called he would have been in his chilly
office at the bank now, making money for other people
and denied of this free boon of nature.
He changed into a tennis outfit. From the wardrobe
he took his racket and struck a pose before the mirror.
He smiled at the broad-chested Federer that stared
back at him even though he knew that this ‘Federer’
would never play beyond the confines of the university
tennis court to which he was bound. With an indifferent
shrug, he went to the bed and shook awake the girl
sleeping on it. He did not call her by name—he could
not remember it now. His brain had been swimming in
fumes of alcohol at the nightclub where he had picked
her up. That she had turned out to be quite pretty had
been a pleasant coincidence.
‘Time to go,’ he told her when she looked at him with
sleepy eyes.
‘What time is it?’
‘Time for you to go,’ he said crisply. He picked up her
skimpy, pink dress from the carpet where it had been
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flung in the steam of passion and flung it at her. He did
not look at her as he did this. He moved to the window
as she climbed out of the bed, and a moment later he
heard water running in the bathroom. He heard her
back in the room but did not turn.
‘Do you play tennis?’ she asked him in that small
singsong voice that had attracted him. Obinna said it
was the voice of the nightingale. Ekanem did not know
the bird called nightingale.
He said nothing to her. When he judged that she had
finished dressing, he turned and made for the door.
‘Remember your bag on the dresser,’ he told her as he
opened the door. He stood aside to allow her to pass,
then he locked it and together they went down two
flights of stairs to the courtyard where his car was
parked. Two of his neighbours’ cars were also parked
there, covered with tarpaulin. Ekanem glanced up at
the windows of the house—most of the curtains were
still drawn. But that did not mean anything really; if he
knew some of those old gossips well, they would be
hiding behind the curtains to see whom he had brought
home this time.
He opened the door of his Kia Rio and sliding under
the steering wheel, leaned across to open the
passenger’s door. The girl sat beside him. He drove out
of the compound. They exchanged not a word as he
drove. He was aware that she was watching him from
the corner of her eyes with curiosity. What a queer
fellow she must think I am, he thought. But he did not
care. When it came to this kind of girls he could be
brutally blunt. However, he did not completely relax
until he had dropped her off at the Nelson Mandela
Roundabout and swung the car around in the direction
of the university. Phew! What a thing! It was almost not
worth the effort one wasted on it.
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At the club, it had not been his idea to go home with a
girl but Obinna’s. The latter had spotted two girls
across the dance floor. He left and returned a moment
later with them to the bar where they were sitting with
their fifth bottles of beer. Ekanem said nothing to the
girl Obinna pushed to him, but by buying her a beer and
sitting beside her as Obinna talked profusely for both of
them, it was understood that she would finally end up
with him.
Ekanem hated the girls that he usually picked up at
the clubs. There was something of shame in giving
money in exchange for sex. It was not the way he
wanted to live his life; he wanted a steady relationship,
an attractive and intelligent woman to share his bed,
somebody he would be proud to introduce to his
friends. But where would one find time to meet such a
woman? He was at work from seven o’clock in the
morning to five and when he left he was dead tired.
Sometimes he would be too tired to bother about food
and would go to bed on a cup of tea. It was a job he
hated.
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of their own. But as the years passed, Ekanem saw that
that was not going to happen. He himself had very little
savings and Obinna had none at all.
What Obinna did with money no one could ever tell.
But it was a standing joke amongst his colleagues that
he could not go a whole month without getting into
debt. From the middle of the month, he would start
drawing overdraft, which the bank liberally granted
them, so that by the time his salary came he was already
in debt. His constant lack of money drove him into wild
passions and he seemed to crave wayward living to
cure himself. And by this he rather compounded his
money problems.
Small in an attractive way, he had a forceful character
which helped him to survive all these crises. He was a
man one could not refuse anything. More than once,
Ekanem had sworn not to lend him money, but such
was the latter’s suavity that he always managed to
borrow from him. Despite his faults, however, Obinna
was a good friend to have—a dependable ally who
would part with his entire salary to help a friend out of
trouble. He had done so once for Ekanem when he had
bought his car. So each time Ekanem lent him money he
did so with the feeling that it was a favour being repaid.

Recently he had been examining his life critically and
what he saw saddened him. Almost thirty-four with
what could be called good income, he had no
possessions in real terms—no real property, nor wife
and children. Obinna, who shared office with him at the
bank, blamed it on the job. How could one ever advance
with such heavy demands it made on them? he would
ask. Even the income was not so wonderful when you
came to think of it; by the time you purchased new
clothes—power suits, shirts and ties—and lived the
false image the bank forced on them, you would be left
with very little. It was a broken life in which you worked
and saw no rewards for your labour. There was an
agreement between them that they would resign from
the bank at the age of thirty-seven and set up a business

Presently he arrived at the gate of the university and
slowed to a crawl. It occurred to him then that Obinna
might not be at the court unless he reminded him. He
dialled his number; it was switched off. He had
suspected this, he thought with vexation. He had
warned him about that eighth bottle of beer; but the
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Being Saturday and early, the traffic was light. A
heavy rain had fallen in the middle of the night and
there was a freshness in the air that was a pleasure to
breathe. The roads, still wet from the rain, glistened
under the mild early morning sun.
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way Obinna was going, his little eyes twinkling with
some strange light, it was hard to restrain him. Besides,
it was not beyond him to say to hell with tennis, switch
off his phone and spend the day indoors with some
strange woman. When it came to women he and
Ekanem never saw eye to eye. There was no way he
could forgo his tennis games on weekend no matter
how much he had drunk, or whom he had taken home.
It was the only exercise he did.
Well, if he got to the court and Obinna did not show up,
he would make do with the other men that came to play
at the court—clumsy middle-aged men, with a lot of
paunch, who could not run after a ball. Sometimes,
however, there appeared a good hand at the court; then
the game would not be dominated by Ekanem. But that
was rare. He loved to play with Obinna, though—the
latter was nimble and tricky with the ball. But even
these were no match for Ekanem’s powerful backhand
strokes.
The tennis court stood across from the male hostels, a
little removed from the football pitch; further down the
road was the female hostels and the staff quarters. He
pulled up on the kerb and looked. There was nobody on
the court. He could not understand it, on a fine morning
like this. Not even the clumsies whom he despised. He
glanced at his strap watch—a half past eight. Maybe he
was too early. Well, he would wait around and see if
anybody would come by. As for Obinna, he was almost
certain that he would not show up. He had already tried
his number three more times and received the same
response. The fool! Next time, let him suggest picking
girls at the club and hear what he would tell him.
Taking his racket, he locked the car and made for the
court. It was enclosed by a wire fence, leaving a small
opening on one side as entrance. He passed through
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this opening and stood on the cracked concrete surface.
He took a ball from his pocket and began to bounce it on
the ground with the racket. He did this for about thirty
minutes then it dawned on him that if he was to play a
game here today, he would have to do it all by himself.
With dismay, he put back the racket in its bag, zipped it
up and turned to go. Then he saw a girl, swinging a
racket, coming from the direction of the hostels
towards the court. He stopped, pulled out his racket
again and resumed bouncing the ball. He pretended to
be engrossed in this exercise so that when he turned he
had a look of utter surprise to see a girl behind him.
‘Oh, you startled me,’ he said with a smile.
‘Good morning, sir,’ the girl said; it was not the voice
of a nightingale—a throaty contralto that Ekanem was
sure was affected for his benefit. ‘You are playing
alone?’
‘Not now that you are here,’ he said, his eyes doing a
quick scan. She was of average height with a slender
body squeezed into a pair of small blue shorts and a
white top. Across her breast which bounced with the
slightest movement of her body was emblazoned the
word Dare.
‘I am sorry I don’t play,’ she said. ‘Don’t mind the
racket; I bought it only yesterday. I am supposed to
meet my boyfriend here so he can teach me to play.’
An imperceptible shadow crossed Ekanem’s face but
it lasted only a second.
‘That is good. I am always delighted to see girls who
like tennis.’
‘Oh, I love it! I watch all the opens on TV. But I never
learnt to play.’
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‘Well, you will do so now even if your boyfriend does
not come. By the way, I have not introduced myself. My
name is Ekanem.’ He stretched forth his hand for a
shake. Her fingers were long—the way he liked
women’s fingers—and he exhibited an unwillingness
to release them after the handshake; it was a calculated
action.
‘I am Amara, a student here. Hey, you know, your face
looks kind of familiar. Are you a lecturer here?’
‘Lecturer? Hell, no. You must have known me from
Quintess Bank. I work there.’
‘Quintess Bank?’ Her eyelashes fluttered
exaggeratedly. ‘Exactly. That must be where I knew you.
Hey, why do you come here to play then?’
‘You know if the university authorities hear that
question, they might develop ideas. Anyway, I come
here to play because the court is often free, unlike the
stadium where you have to struggle to get a chance to
play.’
They chatted for a while and then stopped abruptly as a
car pulled to a stop behind Ekanem’s. A man in a tennis
outfit got out.
‘Is that him?’ he asked, his tone suddenly low.
She gave him a look that he did not understand.
‘Yes,’ she said. ‘Now you have somebody to play with.’
‘I don’t think so. I just remembered that I have to be
somewhere by 9.30. Besides, I don’t want to take up
your chance to learn tennis.’ He glanced desperately in
the direction of the man, approaching the court. ‘I don’t
want to come in the middle of you and your boyfriend,
Amara, but we have had such a wonderful
conversation. Do you think I can take you out for lunch
sometime?’
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She whispered something that he did not catch.
‘Pardon me?’
‘That is my boyfriend behind you,’ she said above the
whisper in which they had been talking since the
arrival of her boyfriend. ‘Darling, you are late. I almost
thought you would not come.’
‘I had to go and hunt for fuel first,’ the man said. He
was a thickset fellow with heavy features and a
premature bald. His eyes held a suspicious glint in them
as he looked at Ekanem. Ekanem had never seen him at
the court before. Amara made the introductions.
‘Darling, meet Ekanem. He is also a tennis player.
Ekanem, my boyfriend Eddie.’
The two men shook hands with forced cordiality.
‘I am sorry I will be on my way now,’ Ekanem said,
gathering his things. Turning his back to them, he
pulled his wallet out of his pocket, removed his
business card and folded it smartly into his palm. Then
he turned and sought Amara’s eyes. Their eyes locked
for an instant. He deliberately dropped his ball near
her. Stooping to pick it up, he slipped the card to her. It
gummed in her hand and disappeared in her pocket.
She showed no surprise at all and the whole episode
took no more than a second. He straightened up.
‘See you guys around,’ he said and left, whistling and
swinging his racket happily. He was certain that she
would call him.
And she did, about a quarter of an hour later. He had
stopped at the university gate where they sold papers
and was glancing through a daily when his mobile
phone rang. Thinking it was Obinna, his face hardened
in anticipation of what he would say to him. It was a
strange number.
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‘Hello, who is it?’
‘Hello,’ a female voice said, ‘it is Amara.’
‘Oh, Amara.’ He allowed himself a sly smile. ‘How is
it?’
‘I know you must be surprised that I called you so
soon.’
‘Oh, nothing to it. That was why I gave you the card. If I
had been smart enough to collect your number before
your boyfriend showed up, I would have called you
sooner. Are you through with the training so soon?’
‘I am in the hostel now. Eddie and I had an argument.
After you left, he started bombarding me with all sorts
of questions about you, as if I were committing a crime
by talking to you. So I told him off and walked out on
him. I can’t stand men who are jealous. I mean, why are
men so jealous? We are not jealous about them, even
though we know that they cheat on us all the time. I
can’t understand it.’
Ekanem stared past his windscreen at a minor snarl
building up at the roundabout in front of the university.
He had never heard a girl speak so cynically about a
relationship. It was something for him to take home.
‘Well, here we are finally,’ he said. ‘We have got a long
weekend on our hands and a beautiful weather above
us. What had we better do about it?’
‘It all depends on what you suggest,’ she said airily.
‘Lunch will be perfect. Then if the weather holds I
might take the liberty to show you my little home.’
She laughed. ‘You are funny. It makes no difference
whether it is raining or shining as long as one has a car.’
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‘All right. Call me when you are there so I can come
down to see you.’
Ekanem hung up with a smile. He sat for a while,
thinking. Although it was not his problem, he
wondered how it was that his appearance had ruptured
an existing relationship. Was there something in
him—a wild sexual appeal, maybe—of which he was
hitherto unaware that could win him a girl on first
sight? Or was it his sleek car and grand talk about his
job at the bank that had done the trick? Always
conscious of his own limitations, Ekanem was more
inclined to the second possibility than the first. It was
something that Obinna often told him, that in the pit of
their souls, all girls were hustlers. Press the right
button and they would show themselves for what they
really were.
This, however, did not dampen his feeling of
exultation in his conquest. He looked forward to a
steamy weekend spent not with a girl that he had
picked under the influence of alcohol at a nightclub,
bargained and paid for. This was going to be something
different—if not entirely like the perfect date, well
something close.
He was very excited about it. Knowing himself well,
he did not trust himself to be able to contain his
excitement as he awaited Amara’s visit. So he decided
to drive around town to kill time. He drove to a
supermarket and bought groceries. Then he drove to
the slaughterhouse and bought a large chunk of meat. If
today went well, the meat would be used by Amara to
make stew for him tomorrow.

‘Of course. It was just a manner of speaking. So I will
come to the hostel around two to pick you up?’

By the time he drove home, the sun was at its peak,
harsh and piercing, with a blazing splinter on the
windscreen or rear window of every vehicle that
passed him on the way. He parked his car beside three
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others in the compound. As he alighted with his
purchases, two men appeared from nowhere and
approached him.
‘Good afternoon,’ one of them said. ‘Are you Mr.
Ekanem Philip?’
‘Yes. How can I be of assistance to you?’
‘We have been waiting for you for about an hour now.
I am Inspector Jonas Udoh and that is Sergeant Bassey
Asuquo. We are from Akim Divisional Police
Headquarters. Sorry to bother you but we think you
can help us in our investigation of a murder that
occurred in our division.’
‘Murder?’ Ekanem echoed. ‘I don’t think I understand
what you are talking about.’
The man looked around him. ‘Can we go inside,
please?’
Ekanem led the way up to his flat. No one sat down.
He turned to the policemen and repeated his question.
‘Do you know one Mr. Obinna Apuma?’
‘Yes. He is my colleague.’

‘I don’t understand…Obinna dead? But that’s
impossible! I was with him till the early hours of this
morning.’
Immediately the words left his mouth, he realized
that he had committed a blunder. The policemen
exchanged a look.
‘Tell us about it,’ the Inspector said.
‘We were at the nightclub last night,’ Ekanem,
choosing his words carefully now. ‘We went to
nightclub now and then when work permitted.’
‘Tell us about last night. When he left the club, did he
go with a woman?’
Ekanem hesitated. It occurred to him that this was
the question on which the investigation turned and
something nudged him to lie. Truth to the police only
got you into trouble.

‘Well, he is dead; he was found dead in his room this
morning.’

‘I cannot tell. I left the club before him so I don’t know
if he went with a woman. Why?’

Ekanem stared at him. ‘What … Obinna? Are you sure
you know whom you are talking about?’

‘Well, our theory is that he was killed by the girl he
took home and then robbed.’

‘We found his ID card on him. We interrogated his
neighbours and found out that you two were friends.
That is why we have come, to ask you a few questions.’
Ekanem’s muscles went numb and he sank in the
nearest chair. He could not yet fully comprehend the
meaning of what he heard. Death had always seemed
remote to him—an unpleasant experience that
happened to less fortunate or sick people, not to young
64

men like him, full of life, vigour and energy of youth.
The news of Obinna’s death therefore churned up
something terrible in the depth of his soul and he
looked at the policemen with a mixture of fear and
shock.
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‘Robbed?’
‘We went through his things with the neighbours
who had reported the death to us and we saw that his
two phones, laptop, watch and briefcase were missing.’
A feverish chill fell on Ekanem. He remembered his
own night, spent beside a strange woman and his heart
froze with terror.
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‘We found used condom wraps under the bed sheet
and a used condom on the carpet. There was also a
glass of wine, half-empty, standing on his dresser.
When I tilted it against the light, I noticed some
sediment at the bottom of the glass. That got me
thinking. We searched the flat thoroughly and in his
kitchen we found a card of Benzodiazepams, a
powerful hypnotic, thrown behind the fridge. Six
tablets were missing from the card. So we surmised
that the girl had put the pills in his drink to get him to
sleep so that she could rob him. Unfortunately, the
overdose killed him. We have already despatched the
glass with its contents and the used condom to our
forensic lab in Abuja for analysis. But all these will
amount to nothing if we cannot get our hands on the
girl. We have questioned his neighbours intensely but
got nothing out of them. They all said they knew he
usually brought a different girl home on weekends but
they never got to meet any of them as he always took
them away before dawn. About last night, none of them
admitted seeing him return, much more with a girl. I
have the feeling that they were lying anyway. Only one
of them said that he heard the noise of somebody
running down the stairs around five o’clock this
morning. But how helpful is that information for a
murder investigation? That is why we have come to
you, Mr. Philip. I want you to think carefully before
giving me an answer. Did you see him with any girl at
the nightclub? All we need is a description and we will
take it up from there.’

‘Any girlfriends that you know of?’
Ekanem shook his head again. ‘None. Look, we are
colleagues, not roommates. We only went to nightclubs
occasionally together.’
‘That’s that then,’ the Inspector said in a tone that
Ekanem could not understand. ‘I guess it is true what
they say. We take care of ourselves first before
bothering about the dead no matter how precious they
once were to us.’
Ekanem did not answer but the accusation in the
words tortured him.
‘Here is my number,’ the Inspector said, scribbling on
a p i e c e o f p a p e r, ‘ i n c a s e yo u re m e m b e r
anything—anything at all. I will be happy to hear from
you.’
Ekanem stood at the window and watched the
policemen leave. The sun made the red of the
Inspector’s shirt gleam like congealed blood.
Trembling in every limb, he trod with heavy steps into
his bedroom. For a moment, he stood looking at the
side of the bed where the girl had lain, then his eyes
moved to the carpet where her dress had fallen and
over to the dresser where her handbag had rested.
Overcome by his horror, he uttered a cry and sank
beside the bed, crumbling the sheet in his hands.

Even if Ekanem had wanted to be cooperative, he
would still not have been of much assistance to the
police. He could not pick out the girl with whom Obinna
had left the club in a parade of five girls. Why, even the
one he had slept with was no more than a blur in his
memory now. He shook his head.
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Dominic Alessio
(Africa)

At work things continued as normal until just before
lunchtime when one of my students, David, popped
round. He asked if I had heard the news about New
Zealand.

Tangaroa’s Revenge

“What news?” I inquired.

“Hello? Mum? Hello? Can you hear me? Are you still
there?” There was only a crackling sound at the other
end of the telephone. Marama, my wife, was standing in
the kitchen of our London flat as she began to redial the
number of her mother’s house in New Zealand.
Although we had Skype the connection was never clear,
so instead she tended to telephone. We had been living
in the UK for twelve years. Marama, who chatted with
her mum Jill at least once a week, was the eldest of four
and the only one to have married and had children.
Ever since the birth of our two little ones, Xavier and
Chiara, Jill had been wanting us to return home. The
problem was me. I taught Art History and there were
not that many vacancies in the field.
“Try dialling again”, I replied. It was 6:30am and the
middle of winter. I was trying to get our six year old
daughter ready for school. Marama slammed the phone
down frustrated.
“No luck?”
“No, nothing”, she replied. “I have to get changed or I’ll
be late for work. I’ll try again tonight when it’s morning
there. I hate this bloody time difference.”
As she ran upstairs to the bedroom I hurriedly kissed
her and the kids goodbye, and then left for the twenty
minute walk down to the train station. I could hear her
shouting at Xavier as I closed the door to the flat, asking
him where he had put his gym shoes. Things were
always going walkabout in our house.
68
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“At least four passenger planes on their way to or from
New Zealand have lost contact with tracking stations.
There are suggestions of another 9/11.”
“What? Who’d want to target New Zealand planes?” I
switched on Radio 4 but a political panel discussing
youth crime in Britain’s inner cities was in full swing.
There was nothing about New Zealand.
“Where did you hear about the planes?” I asked.
He replied, “The internet - the BBC’s site”.
I typed in the address. Opening the link I saw that David
was right, except now there were now five planes
missing. There wasn’t much information, only that all
of the planes with the few carriers serving New
Zealand, both departures and arrivals, had
mysteriously gone quiet round about the same time.
The fact that there weren’t that many airlines serving
New Zealand, and that the flights were so expensive,
was one reason why I was hesitating also to live there,
at least until I had a good job. I was nervous about being
cut off, especially from the Southern Med where my
family had originated. I kept having these dystopian
nightmares that if I moved to New Zealand a global
energy crisis would occur and I’d be stuck. I imagined a
near future world where only the über elite could
afford to take planes.
According to the BBC every major carrier serving the
South Pacific had been affected. Nor were there signals
from the flight recorders, whose underwater locator
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beacons should have kicked in automatically if they had
come into contact with water. Since so many were
involved, their simultaneous disappearance was being
considered an act of terrorism.
After David left I kept monitoring the BBC, as well as
other news channels. The fact that I wasn’t able to find a
New Zealand news channel should have been an
indicator there was more going on than just the
disappearance of the planes. But I put New Zealand’s
silence down to the fact that, like after 9/11, websites
were collapsing under an increased volume of traffic.
A few months ago I would have called up my colleagues
in the New Zealand Studies Foundation to see if they
had any further information; but in the Autumn the
Foundation had run out of funding and been closed.
That also meant the end of my Maori classes. Similarly, I
might have called my journalist friends at New Zealand
This Month, the glossy London-based monthly
magazine. Its genesis had been in an ex-pat newspaper
for New Zealanders that had originated in the 1920s.
But New Zealand This Month had folded as well, an
early victim of the recession.
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or the kids to pick up, and when they didn’t I would
start to worry that there might have been an accident.
The train ride home was tense. I recall how scared I felt
riding on the tube, like all those other Londoners and
visiting Americans, in the first few weeks after 9/11.
During this commute home, however, all still seemed
normal. It made me so furious. Young women still
laughed, texting their female friends. Older couples
returning from the Royal Academy or National Gallery
with their plastic bags stuffed full of cards and
catalogues from the souvenir shops chatted happily.
Meanwhile, a solemn army of mostly male commuters
read their newspapers quietly or dozed off. How would
the British public feel if every plane coming into
Heathrow and Gatwick had disappeared?
By the time I raced up the hill towards home it was
dark. Marama was already in front of the television. The
kids were playing games on the computer. I gave the
kids a kiss each, asked them how their day had been,
and let them get back to their games.

Going home through Victoria Station that evening I
could see that New Zealand was finally in the headlines.
The Standard had included a front page column about
the missing planes. Although it mentioned that there
was no information coming out of New Zealand this
still did not appear to be a major concern. The
emphasis was on the presumed number of UK subjects
who might have been killed. No one seemed to have
made a link between the planes and the fact that all
communication with New Zealand appeared to be
severed. However, I was beginning to get anxious about
the communication blackout. It was like those
occasions when I would call home, expecting Marama

I sat down on the floor next to Marama. Sky-Newspeak
was reporting that US warships from the Third and
Seventh Fleets, part of the US Pacific Command based
out of Pearl Harbour, were investigating. As there
continued to be no word from New Zealand,
COMPACFLT in Hawai’i had ordered ships from its
Naval Submarine Force Pacific into the area. The Royal
Australian Navy had sent half a dozen of its Anzac and
Adelaide class frigates from Kuttabull to assist; most of
these were equipped with Seahawk helicopters.
International contact had been established with one of
the Royal New Zealand Navy’s frigates, Te Kaha. It was
stationed in the Solomon Islands on peacekeeping
duties. As its two hundred or so crewmembers had not
received any word from New Zealand its officers had
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decided to return home, but they needed to wait until
replaced by a nearby Australian vessel. Meanwhile, all
commercial flights over the Pacific region were
suspended. Sky-Newspeak then showed images of
hundreds of anxious and angry passengers at LAX’s
transit lounge, not the ideal hub in the best of times.
It was suggested then by the newsreader that the
Australian and American forces were investigating
more than just the plane crashes. World leaders were
growing increasingly alarmed at what was being called
‘the silence of the Pacific’. Nor was it just New Zealand
which had gone quiet. Other smaller Pacific islands also
appear to have been affected.
I left Marama and took the kids down stairs for
something to eat. Whilst they were getting their
pyjamas on and waiting for dinner I tried New Zealand
again by phone. No change. Neither Marama’s mum nor
dad responded. I couldn’t even get a dial tone. I put
some frozen hoki into the oven for the meal. Marama
came down a few minutes later.
“Any developments?”, I asked.
“Yes, it seems that the Cooks and New Caledonia have
gone quiet also. And there could be more. What the hell
is happening?”
The phone rang suddenly. I jumped. Marama rushed to
grab it. “Hello”. Silence. “Hi, you ok? Oh thank God. No,
nothing yet”. I smiled and walked over to my wife,
thinking it was Jill.
“Is it grandma?” asked Xavier.
“Hi grandma” yelled Chiara, rushing up to her mother
and jumping up and down in excitement.

“Let mum finish talking to Whaea Tui”, I said to the kids.
Go finish your meals, which by now were on the table.
“Can we have some ice cream after please?” asked
Xavier.
“Yeah, sure, why not?” I reached up to the cupboard to
get two bowls. Chiara went to get the spoons. I started
to scoop out equal portions. Marama kept talking to
Tui.
“Have you heard from mum or dad? …What about
Timmy and Rachel?” Timmy was Marama’s brother
who had married a local London girl. They had
returned to New Zealand just a few months prior,
hoping to find work. But with nothing beckoning in
New Zealand they had been talking about returning to
the UK.
“Have you tried Facebook?” Marama asked Tui. “What
about email? Yes, I tried to Skype him too but there’s no
connection. And mum’s mobile isn’t working either.”
The kids took their desserts upstairs to watch The
Simpsons.
“Any news from Tui?” I enquired, as Marama put the
phone down.
“No, nothing”. She started to dry the dishes. “She’s been
calling all evening. Dad’s not answering either.”
Marama’s parents had divorced about eight years ago.
Living apart from one another it made Christmas visits
to New Zealand awkward.

“Tui! Tui!” Both kids started to shout. Tui was Marama’s

A call came from upstairs. It was Xavier. “Mum! Dad!
Quick. Come up. They are talking about New Zealand on
all the television stations. It’s everywhere.” We raced to
the lounge.
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Marama turned to us, mouthing “Tui”.
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sister who had moved to Vienna from London a year
ago to be with her boyfriend.
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On the TV was the US President flanked by the Head of
the UN. They were standing on the central podium of
the wood-panelled General Assembly Hall in New York.
Next to them appeared a small group of dignitaries.
From the teletext it was apparent that reports were
coming back from the Australian and American rescue
missions. There was chaos at the UN. Reporters jostled
everywhere. People were crowding around the the
podium. The text on the tv screen kept repeating that
the US President would be commenting shortly on the
situation. As we switched stations, waiting for the
official report, similar pictures were on ITV, SkyNewspeak and CNN. The ice cream finished and their
show now cancelled, the kids were getting bored. I sent
them downstairs to brush their teeth.
Next to the President of the US was a visibly shaken
man. It took me a few seconds to recognise him. He was
the New Zealand High Commissioner to the UK. I had
met him on a number of occasions during talks about
the closure of the New Zealand Studies Foundation. As
the scene quieted down the President went to the
lectern. He began to speak: “Ladies and gentlemen. I am
at the UN Headquarters today to assist on a matter of
grave urgency. Next to me is the recently appointed
New Zealand Ambassador to the UN who will report on
the situation in his country and the Pacific.” He turned
to the man next to him and smiled gravely, “Your
Excellency.”
The press went silent. The Ambassador shuffled to the
central lectern. He donned his glasses and began to
read from a prepared statement. Although I
remembered him as a relatively tall man he now
appeared worn and slight.
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my country’s friends and allies in the Pacific. These
reports have been confirmed by various scientific
offices, as well as by satellite observation. I am not sure
how to say this, or even how to explain it, but I have no
other recourse than to inform my fellow New
Zealanders and their Pacific relatives, as well as the rest
of the global community, of the dramatic situation in
the Southern Pacific.” His voice began to crack under
the strain, and at this point he took a few sips from a
nearby water bottle.
“It appears to be the case that there is no sign
whatsoever of the missing five planes. However, even
more mysterious is the reason that I am addressing the
entire global community today from New York. It is also
the reason for my sudden promotion as Ambassador to
the UN. Until two hours ago I was the New Zealand High
Commissioner to Britain. It turns out now, however,
that I am the highest ranking known political
representative authorised to speak on behalf of my
country.” The press had gone completely silent. He
continued.
“It seems that the nation of New Zealand, as well as a
number of neighbouring island nations, including New
Caledonia, the Cook Islands and Vanuatu, have
completely... disappeared from the face of the earth.” He
stopped and took a breath: “Where there should be
islands is now only ocean.”
The rest of the Ambassador’s speech, which seemed to
suggest that the scientific community was trying to
explain or understand the disappearances, I seem to
have blanked. The Ambassador was drowned out by
shouts, questions and even what seemed like a scream.

“Ladies and gentlemen”, he began. “Reports about the
situation are coming in now from the military forces of

Marama turned to me looking lost and scared. I had no
explanation or words of comfort to offer her. This was
nothing like those postcolonial criticisms I had read,
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whereby Oz had been labelled Terra Nullius or New
Zealand had been left off a map. I could think only of
Mâori creation mythology and the story of Tangaroa,
the god of the sea, seeking revenge against Tâne, the
god of the forests, for seeming to steal Tangaroa’s
reptilian children. For Mâori this helped to explain why
the sea was always eating away at the land.

S. Sanjeev

I could see the tears welling up in Marama’s eyes as the
shock of what happened began to set in. Her family, her
friends, her history, all gone. But before the tears
started to cascade down, Marama suddenly hesitated.
She asked me, “Where are the kids?”

The girl had six fingers but no ticket.

I köparupari Hinenui-te-Po i Te Ika a Maui
I â Tangaroa i tâna utu.
I huripoki i ngâ waka.
Tçnei-ra tâua waiata tangi
Engari âpôpô tâua ako kau kaha â tere
Hinenui-te-Po has crushed the North Island
Tangaroa has his revenge
The canoes are over-turned.
Today we lament,
But tomorrow we learn to swim swiftly and strong.
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(India)

Fish Plates

Sachin gazed at her stretched hand and wondered
whether she had six fingers on her other hand also. The
train was running like mad, eating up earth and sky.
Sachin looked at her face and smiled. She had a very
grave look in that sweet face as if accusing that it was
he, the ticket examiner who was traveling around
without a ticket. In his broken Tamil Sachin asked her
where she was heading for. She didn’t reply. Sachin was
not sure whether it was because of his pathetic Tamil or
the deafening noise of the train. For him although there
was nothing more routine than this, local voyagers
without ticket, he didn’t feel like admonishing her and
running off to the cool confines of his seat in the airconditioned coach; another routine. He decided to test
his Tamil once again and asked the girl her name. She
just stood there, returning his gaze. Sachin abandoned
the next Tamil question he had lined up.
The girl had always known the magic of that cute extra
finger. She had seen many affectionate grandmas,
fuming teachers, and puckish schoolmates awestruck.
This was the first ticket examiner though. She drew her
arm back and stared at his face. He was smiling; a good
sign. She cursed herself for hopping into this train, that
too on a reserved coach. The man was asking
something. Ha, her name. She turned her eyes to the
official badge on his black coat that read, “Sachin R.
Nair”. She wished she had one just like that,
proclaiming “Pushpavathy”. She did give a serious
Prosopisia
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thought about telling her name. But what she definitely
wanted to tell him was that his Tamil was awful. She
imagined the dumbfound face he would have if she told
him that in English. She was proud of her English; the
best in her class. She was quite sure that no other eighth
standard kid in her school, or for that matter township,
had finished The Complete Sherlock Holmes in two
weeks flat.
The girl reminded him of Megha, his niece, about the
same age and certainly the same irreverence. The only
feature that seems to be missing is the specs. Megha
will always have it on her nose, even while sleeping.
Well, she always went to sleep watching television.
Sachin was positive that just like St. Megha this angelic
figure too must be a terror in her neighborhood. All of a
sudden he felt the pang of home sickness emerging
within. The monsoon rains will be arriving there any
minute. The sky over his home must have turned into a
vast charcoal drawing by now. He desperately wished
to walk through his beloved city lanes enjoying the
fresh rain, soaked to the skin. Sachin looked at his
watch, nine hours to go, at least.
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about her. Sharmi aunt read a lot laughed a lot and
talked a lot and most importantly both of them shared a
fervent love for movies and food. Unsurprisingly those
were the only two areas in which they had tiny
disagreements. While Pushpavathy preferred meat
rolls, Jackie Chan, Sneha, jam cakes, Vijay and chilled
coke Sharmi aunt had soft spots for Anacondas,
Godzillas, Kamalhaasan, egg fried rice, milk shakes, A R
Rahman and Nayanthara. Neither of them gave a damn
about masala doshas and directors.
The rain hits the sea first. It is as if two buddies are
meeting after a long time: tears, embrace, grievance,
laughter…Then the rain will start moving towards the
shoreline with might and main. Sachin loved to watch it
coming and used to eagerly wait on the terrace of his
childhood home from where the sea was visible, far
away, like a mirage. The rain will zip through him with a
hullabaloo and he’ll stand there dripping wet, looking
at the torrent engulfing trees, birds, roofs as well as his
mother’s scolding; all in a matter of seconds. The rain
brought with it an unbearable sadness too. Its arrival
was a stark announcement that the summer vacation
has come to an end. Time to go back to that monster
called school. Morning alarms, starched uniforms,
unfinished breakfasts, gloomy assembly lines… Sachin
quickly shut that thought out, just as in old days. But life
is still the same, isn’t it, he wondered. Nobody gets out
of school, ever.

Had she entered the general compartment she could
have sat somewhere and looked at the books and CDs
Sharmi aunt had given her; Pushpavathy once again
cursed herself and tightened her grip on the small jute
bag. Sharmi aunt, her mother’s younger sister, was
Pushpavathy’s pin-up star, best friend, and mentor. On
all weekends she went to Sharmi aunt’s home cum
stationery shop in the nearby town. She will catch the
morning passenger train on Saturday and will return
on Sunday evening train. Her mother, and everyone
else, had the opinion that Sharmi aunt was a born
misanthrope. It must be because of her firm decision
not to marry and maybe also because she quit the
University halfway. Pushpavathy had never felt so

The moment Pushpavathy lands up Sharmi aunt will
entrust “Asia Stationeries” to her assistant and both of
them will set off exploring snack shops, juice parlors,
VCD rentals, movie halls and restaurants. Aunt and
niece have come to the conclusion that the modest
amenities of that little town could not whet their
appetite anymore and have laid out an extensive plan
for a Chennai trip ASAP to raid the spanking malls, fast
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food joints, and multiplexes. Sharmi aunt says in
Chennai there is a long stretch of footpath jam-packed
with pirated DVDs, second hand books and magazines.
They have decided to bring home at least two cartons of
that treasure. Sharmi aunt already had a big collection
of books. She has got plans to open a book shop named
after Doctor Ambedkar. Doctor is her hero. She always
speaks of him with such warmth and intimacy that one
would think they were childhood friends. Sharmi aunt
has promised to appoint her as the manager of the
shop! Now, that would be fun! Sharmi aunt has also
promised to teach her to write film reviews.
Pushpavathy chuckled to herself thinking of running
down those Ajith and Vikram starers and caressed the
jute bag like a conjurer about to take out a rabbit.

smokers were living amidst them. She turned and
looked at the ticket examiner. He was sipping his tea,
eyes closed. He looked kind of cute in that posture.
Pushpavathy decided to tell Sharmi aunt about him.
But then she will have to tell the whole story and might
get a mild scolding for entraining without ticket. If
Sharmi aunt is in a good mood she will just laugh it off.
The train had begun to slow down. Pushpavathy moved
a couple of steps towards the door. Then she turned
back and held out her hand to Sachin with a glowing
smile. Sachin grasped it, smiling and said, “Bye, take
care”, in English.

Sachin looked at the girl. She was casually eyeing the
landscape that was being left behind. The next station
must be her destination, in all probability. It was that
tobacco factory township. A gripping fragrance
enshrouded that place. You can sense it nearing with
your nose. Sachin was sure if he somehow manages to
convey that reflection about her town she would
definitely fire back, “What will you do if you have a
cold!” But who knows whether it is her town, her
destination? Anyway that battle fantasy produced a
grin on his face and with that still on he stopped the
pantry man passing by and ordered tea. He tapped on
her shoulder gently and offered her a cup. She shook
her head with a little smile; a silent “no, thanks”. Sachin
savored the piping hot tea with eyes closed and
imagined an orchard full of papayas swaying wildly in
the rainy wind.
The odor of tobacco was coming. Pushpavathy has been
living with that stench right from her birth. Their home
reeked of it. Not just their home, every home and
everything. It was as if millions of invisible chain
80
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Anjana Basu
(India)

Journey Through a Book
The book came first – Tarun Tejpal’s Alchemy of Desire –
a story about love, passion and a jouncing up and down
the roads from Delhi to somewhere called Gethia up hill
and down dale and via Hapur. Well and good – I was not
aware of any other involvement barring a happy giggle
as I took in all that sex and passion. Dry up on a book,
fall out on ideals with your wife and wrestle your SUV –
was it an SUV, perhaps it was a wobbly Gypsy – over the
level crossings, through the painted cycle rickshaws
and then with a sigh of relief into the green spaces and
corkscrew roads that led up into the Kumaon Hills.
But the true Alchemy came when I saw a photograph
that caused a buzz somewhere in my mind. It was a
colour photograph of a roof fringed with green
fretwork seen on the website of a lodge called Two
Chimneys. I looked at it, noted the buzz and closed my
browser.
As life usually does the connection clicked into place
when I was working at something totally divorced from
the lodge. I had seen those gables and that roof before
in black and white on the cover of The Alchemy of Desire
with a dog slinking past. A frantic dash to the library
confirmed my suspicions and what followed was a kind
of smouldering passion that even I agreed was
ridiculous. I was in love with a lodge I had seen on the
cover of a book. Would that be considered a kind of
alchemy of desire? Or would it have something to do
with judging a book by its cover?
To answer those questions there were two things I
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needed to do – revisit the book and visit the lodge.
Which is when the journey came into focus. The
starting point was obviously Delhi, which, along with
the north was suffering from the heaviest monsoon in
at least sixty years. Two Chimneys the lodge was in
Gethia which in turn was in Uttarkhand where roads
had been collapsing all around. Tales of vanished
trekkers and helicopter searches were to be found in
black and white in the newspapers. “It’s a bad time to
go,” said the friend I had co-opted, rather morosely, but
went about the moves of getting estimates from car
hire companies.
Ultimately the rain did stop and the hills began to dry
out but the direct route was still under water, which
meant that the romantic dash route in the book was out
of the question. The road that we took went past the
shops selling wickerwork moras on the way to
Moradabad, past the imposing domes of a hotel
designed by a Brazilian architect over level crossings
and signs that flashed country liquor.
On that particular morning the trucks were lined up
on the road to Brajghat where the river was reduced to
a single bridge and people were queuing up for their
auspicious dip since it was an auspicious dipping kind
of morning. Signs on the side flagged holy pedas for
sale. “You want to walk down while we’re stuck in the
bottleneck and purify yourself?” my friend asked. I
declined and, after a while the car managed to zigzag to
the head of the road and we moved on.
It was a road that changed character almost at every
milestone, dotted by monkeys who hoped for handouts
or mourned babies fallen to tractors. And it was by no
means short. I tried to imagine the kind of passion that
it would have taken to dash frequently over that
obstacle course pitted by Mayawati’s earthmovers
while my friend wilted against the backseat. What did
the book say? ‘The vehicle my friend had deployed to
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transport us .. .was a Second World War truck
converted into a bus. It had a snout. Slightly open, as if
it was having trouble breathing’. Ours wasn’t, it was a
cushioned Innova – we had air-conditioning and a
driver so there was no dust to worry about but the
length was getting to us. I calculated that in a few more
hours I could have flown to London and we did not have
desire’s alchemy to soften the journey for us barring
the desire to reach our destination.
‘Picturesque’, the lodge people had assured us, but the
tight roads that went through small towns and over
level crossings were hardly picturesque. Signs for
hakims flashed here and there and women is magenta
aired the ends of their saris over kitschy cycle rickshaw
backs. Would a Catherine, or would any firang tourist
for that matter, have had the patience to make their way
through all this hoping for mountain air?
Occasionally I confessed to flights of stupidity,
“Harpur,” I said during one long stretch , “is there
anything romantic about Harpur?” My exasperated
friend explained what I was saying in shudh Hindi to
the driver and his eyes met mine with utter disbelief in
the mirror.
The green of Corbett territory provided a kind of relief
on the eyes – the road corkscrewed up through ice
cream clouds and scarves of mist that carried the scent
of pines. I thought of the book: ‘We began to climb
peaks and fall off them. We did old things in new ways.
And new things in old ways’. This may fuel desire, I
thought, of the romantic kind if you could hold
obsessively onto it, without allowing yourself to be
distracted by considerations of time, switch backing up
and down and looking for a new turn or a new trail
every time you drove up .
As an optional flirtation one could think of playing hide
and seek as Two Chimneys played hide and seek with
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us – though that was mainly because we took the wrong
turn at the Mahtama Gandhi statue and kept looking
for Gethia instead of asking for Jeolikote. They told us
later at Two Chimneys that they had seen a large car
combing the roads and missing the turning over and
over again.
When we finally reached Gethia late in the afternoon,
there was nothing to be heard but the sound of cicadas
and the beating of our hearts. The air was pleasantly
cool, a slight softening of the sun warmed day.
Butterflies and bees whizzed overhead. I could quote
happy things from the book, ‘the nightjar sleeping
feather-to-feather with the bulbul and the thrush. A
million moths would flatten themselves inside hollow
tree trunks, and prepare for a hungry night.’
One morning as I came yawning out of my room into the
sunshine of the front parlour, Chandan the bearer
called me, “Bird, bird…” Blue birds with long black tails
had materialized on the front lawn by the stone well. He
put his fingers on his lips signalling silence and I
w a t c h e d t h e m f a s c i n a t e d . H o w e v e r, l i k e
temperamental super models, they flitted away
whenever they saw a camera. An Englishman had
managed to capture some of them by setting up his
tripod at 3.00 a.m. on the stone pathway that borders
the lodge. I just managed to throw up my camera once
or twice only to discover I'd clicked a chimera. ‘Tease
birds’ the book called them though Jim Corbett,
Carpetsahib had told Catherine that in reality they
were red billed blue magpies, flitting here, there, as
elusive as the mists when they chose to be.
The staff kept themselves busy sweeping fallen leaves
off the deck, trimming the lawns, festooning sculptures
with fairy lights for Navaratri or chasing us with offers
of food. Breakfast was on the deck eaten to the sound of
bells from the valley. After lunch we routed out our
driver for an expedition to Nainital, 5 km down the
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road. We came back laden with chocolate riches from
Sackley's Swiss confectionery.
In the library over wine that evening, I dug out two
copies of Alchemy of Desire for my friend and myself to
study – poring over the description of the house being
built and correcting some transport misconceptions
along the way. Tejpal was writing of a house set in the
mists on the lower foothills of the Himalayas and here I
was sitting in it, a historic old house that had been
refurbished with beautifully overstuffed sofas and
marvellous bathrooms and a chest that could have
housed Catherine’s diaries and was now doing duty as
a table.
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hills that winds down to Naini Tal past villages and
through green forests, another kind of road from the
one up, a walking trail instead of a driving grind.
Presumably by turning the pages instead of the leaves
on the path you could conjure up purple datura flowers
and a marble slab covering a body in between the
thickets and thorn bushes. Catherine had ended her life
somewhere between the trees and perhaps that bit was
real instead of fiction.
Possibly it was the act of fitting a book to a living
breathing house that fascinated me – my friend was not
so riveted and after a while went rummaging through
the shelves for Maneaters of Kumaon. There is always a
fascination in finding a connect between life and art
and while people can be fictionalised or aspects of
personality grafted on each other, places are not always
so since there is no real reason for disguising their
identities. Floating away on those thoughts on a
comfortable overstuffed sofa and wine, I tried to bring
the book and the place together. Where was the owl
that hooted on moonlit nights? Or the panther, for that
matter, which prowled between valleys? The gate was a
long way away from the comfort of the library and I did
not have a black laser torch in my pocket or any wish to
encounter a devil at the bottom of the lawn, the way
Taphen had in a fit of drunkenness.

The protagonist’s interest in Catherine and her life at
the lodge had distracted him from his beloved wife,
Fizz, though they had initially started rebuilding the
house together. The steps towards home building were
there, carving out a kitchen, shifting beams. The goat
shed with its three sides open was now a sunny room
with a chaise longue and windows looking out on three
different lawns. There was a room called The First
Things at the top of the wooden stairs with a loft that
looked up at the stars. In Tejpal’s book the place was
called The First Things and immortalised solemnly on a
plaque engraved in neat Trajan type with a line of neem
leaves underneath – though that had nothing to do with
the enigmatic Catherine and her blue eyes but rather
more to do with strengthening ‘the glue’ between
husband and wife.

The most threatening thing we saw were two spiders
facing off on the bedroom wall and we were too sleepy
to spin fairy tales round them.

Alchemy of Desire was also about how the source of
inspiration transmutes over time. A desire for
something new changes an older more persistent
desire into something lasting – from sex being the glue
between relationships love turns out to be the real
lasting bond. “That road,” my friend pointed out
sardonically, “would sap any kind of desire.” Except
perhaps the desire for escape. There is a road over the

From the sit out I could see the lights from the valley
like a scattering of stars and hear one or two lonely
bells – ‘the lights of the highest point of Naini Tal’. If I
had known the landscape better I could have picked out
the roofs of St Joseph’s College and Sherwood. The boys
in their bright red blazers had been prowling up and
down the roads by the tal and perhaps waiting for their
girlfriends outside Sackleys.
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There was no ‘carousel of passion spinning out of
control’; the peacefulness and the crisp air brought its
own kind of romance, a slackening of inhibitions
perhaps. My friend went skinny dipping in the pool on
the deck after dismissing the very attentive staff. I
paced up and down like a nervous watchdog
occasionally taking in the valleys on either side – which
was Beerbhatti and which Jeolikote - while my friend
indulged her hedonistic side. A large stone Buddha
head gazed serenely at us, a token of a spa and more
hedonism to come. In the absence of desire, I thought,
peace could possibly work its own kind of alchemy and
watched my friend scramble out of the blue water in a
confusion of water droplets after barely dipping an
ankle. The steps had fazed her, she said.
I followed my theory of Catherine’s house for a while
reluctant to lose the magic of turning paper to stone
and wooden flooring; however I was haunted by the
memory of a lodging house plaque which I had
glimpsed after the corkscrew trails. It was on a pillar
somewhere in the reception hall, carrying a name and a
date. I didn’t remember either and every time I went
looking for it, I ended up staring at another blank
fretwork of brick. Perhaps it was some kind of
Freudian misdirection on my part - because I was sure
that it had not been a dream.
Books become journeys and journeys sometime
become books. A hunt that began with a diary ended for
the protagonist in a discovery of miniature paintings
and a hardly there trip to New York to find a half Indian
child called Gethia, Catherine’s daughter born out of
her desire for India and her love of the people of the
hills. For me the hunt ended in that house sitting in the
library that evening.
Who can ever hold the essence of fire?
Who can ever know the alchemy of desire?
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Ismail Bala
(Nigeria)

'I Hate Ethical Prescriptions':
An Interview with E. E. Sule
E. E. Sule (also known as Sule Emmanuel Egya) was, until
recently a Georg Forster Fellow at Humboldt University, Berlin,
Germany, in addition to residencies and fellowships at Centre
for West African Studies, University of Birmingham, UK and at
Ayi Kwei Armah's Per Sech in Popenguine, Senegal. He holds a
PhD in Nigerian literature from the University of Abuja, an MA in
literature from Benue State University, Makurdi and BA also in
English from the University of Jos, all in Nigeria. Sule has taught
at Nasarawa State University, Keffi for many years.
He is a prolific writer and an outstanding young scholar. His
many publications (in form of several books of poetry, fiction, a
collection of interviews and a critical study, as well as numerous
academic papers) are indeed a proof of his standing as one of the
most brilliant critics specializing in “new writings” emerging
from African literature.
Sule is the author of two scholarly books: The Agatu Culture:
Songs and Dances (2002) and The Writings of Zaynab Alkali
(2005), three volumes of poetry: What the Sea Told Me (2009),
Naked Sun (2006), and Knifing Tongues (2005), as well two
books of fiction: Impotent Heavens (2004) and Dream and
Shame (2006), and a collection of interviews, In Their Voices and
Vision: Conversations with New Nigerian Writers (2007).
He teaches African literature, creative writing and literary
theory at the Department of English, University of Abuja. His
poems, short stories, polemical and scholarly essays have
appeared in both local and international anthologies and
journals including Research in African Literature and African
Literature Today.

When did you start writing?
I started writing during my primary school years partly
in my village Usha, and partly in Kano City. But of
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course it was one of those things that children
fascinated by print indulged in. I indulged myself in the
lure of pen and paper. When I found myself in
secondary school where we had a moderate library,
and a couple of, in my estimation then, inspiring
English/Literature teachers, my imagination was fired.
I wrote a lot of imitative nonsense in secondary school,
some of them even appeared in newspaper; I belonged
then to the writing club of Mini Concord, a pull-out of
the defunct National Concord. When I found myself at
University of Jos, the imagination got even more
fired—I met great teachers like Prof. Kanchana
Ugbabe, Dr Nesther Alu, Dr Dul Johnson, and Dr
Maureen Azuike. They led me through the labyrinth of
literary writing and criticism. By then I had begun to
write some of the stories I collected in my first volume,
Impotent Heavens.
The stories that eventually made up your first collection,
were they written in a creative writing class? Or were
they just written under the influence of your teachers?
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Stolen Moments and I saw this acknowledgment: “I
confess to having been instructed by the excellence of
the many poets, living and dead, from whom I have had
to steal something more precious than gold: WORDS.” It
aptly captures what I mean. As I often tell my students,
the strength of one’s writing depends, first, on the
innate ability to imagine, and, second —and this is
more important—on the kinds of writing one has read,
in terms of quality and quantity.
Do you see poetry as a primarily public art rather than
an elitist medium? What is your philosophy of poetry if
you have one?
I see poetry as primarily both. Whether public or what
you call “elitist”, a poem is made by the amount of
imagination that goes into it. A poem should be as free
as the bird that flies in the sky; it should embrace all
subjects, accommodate all ideas, tolerate all ideologies,
and endure all thematic temperaments. But it should
not patronise. That is, a poem should not install itself as
a messenger of a certain kind of cause. So, if a poem is
public, or political, as I prefer to call it, it should first
assert itself as an artistic, aesthetic piece, selfreferential, self-reflexive, self-contemplative, selfsustaining. That element of politicalness in it is only
given an entry into the textual domain insofar as it will
remain subordinated to the aesthetic goals of the
poem. I hope this is clear: a poem cannot exist without
content but it does not take its life from the content.

One in particular, entitled “Linda”, was written for my
creative writing workshop. But the remaining ones,
about fifteen of them, were written under various
influences and imaginations. My teachers only taught
me well, but my inspirations came from my personal
engagement with a wide-ranging literary climate. I
was, perhaps more than now, what you would call a
bookworm. With a terrific fervour for creative and
critical industry.

Is reading your work aloud important to you?

Would you say it was the crystallisation of what you
called "personal engagement" with different literary
traditions and texts that mould you primarily into the
kind of writer you are?

Sure, it is. I grab every opportunity to read my work
aloud, even though I think I don’t have the kind of voice
I like; also I am not quite coherent, eloquent, in the oral
side of the language in which I write.

Sure, I would say so. You know, a moment ago I was
going through Afam Akeh’s collection of poems entitled

Were there any writers you read in school who influenced
you later on as a writer?
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Quite a lot. Mostly African writers. I read, got inspired
by, African writers mostly, I think, because I could
easily identify with their dictions, their themes, their
settings. I used to religiously read the African writers
series of Heinemann. I also read British and American
authors, especially the 18th century authors.
Which writers have you liked?
Many. But I will mention only a few here. In fiction: Ayi
Kwei Armah, Dambudzo Marechera, Nadine Gordimer,
Ben Okri, J. M. Coetzee. In drama: Wole Soyinka, Ola
Rotimi, William Shakespeare. In poetry: Derek Walcott,
Niyi Osundare, T. S. Eliot, Pablo Neruda, Satish Verma.
What are the risks (as a poet, as an ethical being) of
aestheticizing private lives, and how does one avoid
falling into the sort of violation of which people accuse,
for example, Robert Lowell in his volume, Dolphins?
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any kind of self-writing that does not, to use your word,
“violate” people’s privacies.
Is there any chance that the persona in your poems (or
your short fiction) may have been about you?
There is a chance that one may find my relations,
friends, acquaintances, and people I see on daily basis
in my work. Certain characteristic traits attract me,
such as iconoclasm, non-conformism, bluntness,
courage, fearlessness, witticism, smartness, etc. But of
course I closely watch any display of any trait, including
those I hate. My writing is generally human-centred,
although I am growing increasingly suspicious of
humanism, whether liberal or radical. So, I watch
human beings a lot. I am ever fascinated by human
characters. If I were to inscribe myself into my writing,
then it would of course be as boring as I am!
Do you use, in your writing process, the dictionary
extensively or exhaustively, exploring many levels of
meaning? Tell me how that fascination figures into your
writing process, and for you, how much does or doesn’t it
matter that a reader might not understand your
language? (A student or a scholar may go and look up
that word, but most of the time the reader won’t have the
same richness to it as you have).

I haven’t read much of Robert Lowell, certainly not
Dolphins. But I am aware that he is associated with the
so-called confessional poetry of America; and that in
the said volume he confessed to having used some of
the letters from his ex-wife, Elizabeth Hardwick, which
caused some controversy. Personally, I think that a
great part of what we write come from our private,
personal life, and contacts with relations, friends, and
acquaintances. Having said that, I do think that one of
the skills of a poet is not only the ability to connect,
inter-animate, the private and the public, but also
blend them in such a way to confound suspicious
readers. I have said elsewhere that a writer’s vision, his
chosen themes, his overall concern, is somewhat
sacrosanct. But I am wary of writers who overturn
“truth”, even though the concept is ever relative, elastic,
iterable. The point therefore is that if I aestheticize my
private life, and as long as that does not commit
violence against what is seen by good conscience as
“truth”, then I should be left to be. I would approve of

I use the dictionary often to pursue the iteration or
iterability of words. But my use of words is highly
dictated by the depth or otherwise of my imagination.
Most often, words drop into my mind only at the time
that it is immersed in a creative process. Lately, though,
I have found myself fascinated by the sheer sonic
essence of words, and in that case I could just happen
upon a word and from there a poem would be
conceived. It seems to me that every writer, poets
especially, has a way of being fascinated with words;
the metaphoric dimension of words has always been
attractive to writers, to poets.
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Now you have factored in the issue of the audience. My
opinion on, or attitude to, this is perhaps unpopular. I
don’t think any sympathy for the reader/audience
should determine my depth of imagination and how I
express it. I think every writer, including the grandly
engaged ones, likes to write the stuff s/he would like to
read. That itself is a process of authorialisation, that
someone is conscious enough to produce a literary
piece. I can only hope that a reader or a scholar
interested in my work should attempt to insert
herself/himself in that domain of imaginative
articulation. So, you see, while literary theorists will
prefer to divide writing into the neat categories of
“simple” and “complex” writing, I do think there is
nothing of such – for me, every literary expression is
conditioned by the degree of imagination. This implies
that there is something called “bad writing”. If my
imagination is shallow, that is, if what I am saying does
not come from deep thought, and I becloud it with
highly metaphorical, imagistic expression, then it
should be considered as bad writing.
How has your work as a scholar influenced your own way
of writing?
I do not think there is any connection between my
scholarly work and my creative work; if there is,
perhaps someone else will see it. I take scholarly work
as my daily work for earning a living. I take my creative
work as a wilful articulation of my imagination. So, I
can’t see any sense of influencing between the two.
What I see between them instead is a struggle.
Do you think a fiction writer (which you are) is the
person who is obliged to see? To open his eyes where
others would close theirs?
A fiction writer goes beyond “seeing”; s/he explores,
scrutinizes, and attends to the very core of phenomena.
A fiction writer is not a shaman who claims s/he can
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foresee or foretell tomorrow; a fiction writer is a
diligent worker who rather approaches the very core of
tomorrow in a systematic way. While I agree that
certain geniuses are immanent to men and women, I do
not think that fiction writers are any specially gifted
than other kinds of professional. Like any other
professional, the fiction writer must first develop an
interest, realise her/his talent, and get to work at it
diligently. For me, and here I answer your question
directly, a fiction writer’s most valuable asset is the
ability to watch while others are busy doing other
things. At any moment, especially in public places, a
fiction writer ought to watch things going around
her/him.
Do you think there is a connection between style and the
author; or a connection between aesthetic choices and
ethics? How is a writer's style a way of telling the truth?
I think there is always a connection but it is a tricky one
and a good writer is one that is clever enough to
negotiate his ways through the often dense labyrinth of
style and choices, author and ethics, fiction and truth.
In that case, I will consider this as highly individualistic
to the writer; indeed they inhere in no small way on
her/his artistic vision. My approach to this is to be
faithful to the subject I am dealing with. If I am writing
about drug addicts or prostitutes, my language should
be realistic enough (without shying away from the
four-letter words of addicts and prostitutes) since for
me fictionising is the uttermost degree of
dramatization or truth-showing. I hate to see ethical
prescriptions blurring the clarity and authenticity of
fiction.
What would you say about the idea of the work or style as
an expression of personality, of the writer's way of being
in the world?
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Style for me is dictated by the subject matter I am
dealing with, and style in that form cannot be taken as
the expression of my personality. I have some faith in
the post-structuralist declaration of the author’s death.
Writers simply tap from a huge density of
intertextuality to articulate the subject before them. I
do not see anything uniquely personal in anything
someone has written as to necessitate such idea as
style being an expression of personality.
Reading your books, one gathers little about your
autobiography. Do you write from a particular
philosophical or political stance?
I write about human beings. I write about what they do,
what they have not done, what they are capable of
doing, what they are not capable of doing. But I am
mostly moved by the amount of violence at the disposal
of human beings. It shocks me sometimes to see the
capacity human beings have for perpetrating violent
acts. I have a terribly pessimistic view of human beings.
The perversity of human ambition for violence, I think,
will eventually be the end of man, and of the earth.
Do you express an overt awareness of your readers (as in,
for example, “Dear Reader”) tradition of some poetry?
No, I don’t address readers in such a fashion.
Remember what I said earlier about writers who allow
audience consideration to affect their writing. I simply
write what I like to read. But also what comes to my
mind at a time. Perhaps someone can discern such a
thing in my poetry, but I don’t consciously set out to do
that.

Would you say your writing is more concerned with
spiritual and moral questions and less concerned with
psychological questions? If you agree to this, do you think
this is indicative of your background or of you,
individually?
My writing is about the inadequacies of human beings
in their worlds; I am not sure if it is moral or
spiritual—if anything, it may be both. I don’t think
there is any fiction that is not concerned with spiritual,
moral, and psychological issues. All creative writing
aspires to be larger than life. So, any
compartmentalization, in my view, is not tenable. And
as I said earlier, I don’t think my background, or any
writing hinged on my background, can make any
interesting reading! If it does, that would be decided by
those who know me and read my work closely.
Which side of the divide do you think your poetry belong
to? The contemplative or the meditative (I ask this
because earlier on you didn't want to say categorically
what type of poet you are, I thought if you can’t say that
perhaps you can say something about the poems in that
regard).

No. I don’t think anyone sets out with that kind of
ambition; if you do you will fail. Your readers usually
tell you that you are doing something new (i.e. if there is
ever anything new), not yourself telling your readers

Here too I hedge from classification. I don’t think there
is any neat division between the contemplative and the
meditative – by the way what do these words mean,
what do they signify? I understand, though, that this
needless issue may engage the critic. It is up to the critic
or the informed reader to say whether a poem is
contemplative or meditative. If the truth be told, most
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Do you see yourself as breaking new artistic ground?
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that you are achieving something new. Of course I am
aware that some narcissistic poets, writers, and
especially musicians come out to proclaim such things.
But it is pure narcissistic balderdash. Even if I fall short
of believing in the death of the author, I believe in the
invisibility of the author. No author is a creator, in the
strict sense of the word. We are all producers.
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poems, modern poems I mean, defy such classification,
especially with all kinds of postmodernist
experimentation and exuberance.
The late Polish-American Nobel laureate, Czeslaw Milosz
was once asked whether there is one way of taming pure
political subjects to the condition of poetry. What would
you say to that?
I believe that all writing is political. It is a political
choice to choose to write about the star or the moon or
any other thing in the world. What is vital is to
recognize that politics differ. It informs the internal
anxiety of any good writing.
Should a poet (as a poet) have belief or not?
It is a purely personal thing. Beliefs are manifestations
of politicized individualisms. People have belief
because they need it to achieve something, to be secure.
A belief could power a poem; it could also damage a
poem. I do think though that someone’s belief, which
profoundly inheres on her/his poetry, should be
regarded as sacrosanct. I’m more attracted by the
aesthetic value of a poem than its belief.
What do you look for in a good poem?
Aesthetic values. Metaphorical coherence. Startling
diction. I suppose the three things mean the same
thing.
Most writers claim feeling they were committing an act
of betrayal when they write, have you ever felt, when
writing, that you were committing an act of betrayal?

And what do you regret in your work? What would you
have changed?
I regret mostly the grammatical and the typographical
errors in some of my writing, due to poor editing. The
printer-publishers never have good editors, even
thought they charge for editing. I mean the outfits that
took money from me and promised good editing and
printing only succeeded in causing me nightmare. I am
working towards reissuing the books that are badly
done.
To which of your books or essays are you most attached?
I think I am more attached to What the Sea Told Me, the
latest poetry volume. This may be because of the
circumstances surrounding its writing. I wrote it when
I lived just beside sea for the first time in my life; that
was when I worked with Ayi Kwei Armah in Senegal. It
was a really magical feeling for me to wake up in the
morning, open my window and behold the fascinating,
eternal, presence of the sea. I conversed with the sea
every day. And I got so much inspiration walking
leisurely at the beach.

I express myself artistically when I write. I describe
aesthetically what I think happens. I suppose that is not
an act of betrayal. If it is, fine.

Do you feel, as Eliot does, that poetry is or should be a
means of an escape from personality?

When you look back, what makes you most happy and
what do you most regret?

Poetry is, for me, a social, intellectual act—and it is not
an act that permits any escape from personality. Every
poet is just like every user of language; and language is

What makes me most happy is that I met some good
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friends and mentors during my university days and
during the course of my writing, and they did help in
getting me to write; they were interested to help
develop my talent and passion for writing. What I most
regret is that I couldn’t get the books I wanted to read.
The libraries, as they are now, were barren. Sometimes
I keep wondering how some of us even managed to get
to the stage of writing what we have written. I do
believe that without reading, one cannot write.
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better perceived in the Heideggerian sense as
developed by Derrida. It is not a vehicle for expressing
meaning, but an instrumentation for producing
meaning or, better, action. Poems alter or affirm, and
their illocutionary force has to be fully recognized.
With such a conception of poetry, there is nothing like
escape from personality; there is rather a bold
personality behind every ideologically and
institutionally conditioned use of language.
What is your writing process like?
I write at all time, when I feel like writing. I do not wait
for inspiration to come all the time, I produce
atmospheres for inspiration. I have too many ideas that
I don’t have the time to sit and put them into writing. So
I do feel that a day without writing is a wasted one.
Do you revise your poetry a great deal?
Yes, I do. In fact it is at the level of revision that I get to do
the real writing.
What would you describe as some of the challenges a
writer faces in finding his or her voice?
They are personal challenges. Some work hard to find
their voices; others don’t have to work that hard.
Originality is an aspect of talent. And a voice is built
over a period of time. I do not, though, believe that
there can be a purely original, singular voice. All voices
are implicated in dialogism.
What are some of the challenges you faced in bringing
the characters to life in your stories?
The biggest challenge for me is impatience. When you
are interested in developing a character, then you
should be patient enough to spend so much time on it. It
may require research and you ought to give adequate
time for such enquiry. But the very common attitude of
observing things will be very useful in bringing a

character to life. Every writer must have a keen sense of
curiosity.
How do you negotiate those influences from other
writers?
I take a dialogic attitude towards influences from other
writers; that is, I try to create a dialogue between
someone’s voice and mine. In that way, when someone
reads my work, s/he will see that voices that are not
purely mine are acknowledged. Great ideas come from
reading books, watching things in life, or listening to
music, or while we are doing our normal daily job. Once
an idea comes from a book, or music, or any artistic or
intellectual domain, it becomes important for me to
dialogise it. One writer I admire for doing this is J. M.
Coetzee—his Master of St. Petersburg, or Foe, for
instance. You can see that certain classics inspired
those works, and Coetzee situates the novels right in
the heart of those classics, engaging them in a dialogue.
Any advice for an aspiring writer?
Not really, because I myself am an aspiring writer, in
need of advice. If I have to say anything then it is that a
writer must create time to read and write.
Do you feel as though you are influenced by your
Nigerian contemporaries? If yes, who? If not, can you
pinpoint why; do you believe it unhealthy for a poet to
read his contemporaries?
I have read quite a lot of African poets/writers and I do
think, consciously or unconsciously, they influence my
writing. I cannot particularly point at any poets as my
favourite but I do have great respect for almost all the
great poets of Africa such as Christopher Okigbo,
Leopold Sedar Senghor, Niyi Osundare, Kofi Anyidoho,
Lenries Peters etc.
Do you, as many poets do, keep a regular journal?
No, I don’t keep a journal in the real sense of it. But ideas
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sometimes go on for a long time in my mind before I
express them either in form of poetry or fiction.
Do you ever feel any kind of burden as a writer?
I don’t feel any kind of burden at all. I write only when I
want to, and only what I like.
Do you aim for a particular and consistent voice?
Not really, but there are certain aspects of life that
attract me. So I myself see a certain consistency,
especially in thematic exploration, in my work.
When you take a good long look at Nigerian poetry
poised as it is within the seemingly pervasive theme of
orality, what do you see?
I do think that poetry gains certain originality from
orality. And I do think that orality has a way of exerting
itself on written literary works – so it is, to me, wrong to
say that certain works adopt orality as theme and
others do not. Orality is, for me, what the structuralist
theorist Gerard Genette calls the architext of all forms
of creative writing. Isn’t there orality in Shakespeare, in
Heaney, in Plath, in Walcott, in Marquez; I mean in all
poets/writers that are great? Any kind of literary
writing is in fact a version of orality. Nigerian poetry
only becomes stronger if the poets understand this
fact.
How can you tell a poem is finished?
When the poem stops demanding more of my
attention. When I return to it and it tells me that I
can/should not add to or remove anything from it.
Remi Raji (whose poetry is the subject of your PhD
dissertation) and Niyi Osundare (the subject of an
ongoing biography) are the poets most “quoted” in your
writings, and essays generally. They seem to provide you
with a sort of a philosophy of poetry.
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I think other writers such as Wole Soyinka, Ben Okri,
Maik Nwosu, Ayi Kwei Armah, Uche Nduka to mention
just a few, have also fascinated me in a way that I
“quote” them now and them, whatever that means.
Osundare and Raji are good poets and I do think they
have distinguished themselves. I do not particularly
think of myself as being as good as they are. I started
writing not because I read Osundare or Raji, but
because I just thought I could express the literary part
of me; in fact, I got to know their writing after I had
published some of my writing. I actually keep writing
without knowing what a philosophy of poetry is. I
simply write poetry; I have no business with the
philosophy of it. Well, I am a scholar of poetry but that
has nothing to do with my writing poetry.
Have you deliberately limited your exposure (so to
speak) to Raji’s works, so as not to be over-influenced by
him?
Talking about influence, I think most Nigerian writers
and scholars hold a rather warped, illiterate notion of
influence. A basic understanding of intertextuality and
dialogism will prove that there is no one original writer
and her/his imitators in Nigerian literature as some
people tend to think. Not Achebe, not Okigbo, not
Soyinka are the first to do what they have done. We all
write from the same socio-political and often cultural
pool. Our works are bound to interact, to inter-animate,
to dialogue. Raji writes mostly about Nigerian political
crises with a good sense of orality. But many people,
before and after him, do the same. From the Nobel
laureate to the least we are all implicated in that
tradition of writing. And there is in fact nothing wrong
with that; the wrong thing is when a form of
immaturity or mediocrity glorifies itself as literary
work. I am aware that there are some poets/writers
who think the main tradition of writing in Nigeria is too
commonplace for them. But what do they do? They
Prosopisia
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seek their voices abroad and immerse themselves in an
even more commonplace European tradition. It is not
that their style is original; it is just that it is distant,
alien, condemned to a foreign orality. I do think it is
better for me to write in the tradition in Nigeria than to
write in any foreign tradition. But I do not see anything
wrong in whatever tradition one chooses; in the end we
are within the wider tradition of literary expression.
Nothing in literary writing is purely original, nothing is
purely imitative. Isn’t there some modicum of truth in
Harold Bloom’s claim that all of us are descendants of
Shakespeare?! Most African writers, in addition to
being Shakespeare’s descendants, are descendants of
the great invisible oral artist.
Is the character of the poet relevant to the quality of his
work?
Not at all. You would read a great poem but it would
shock you that you would not be able to spend one good
evening of sanity with the person who has written that
poem. You would normally be disappointed when you
go closer to great poets/writers. It does not follow that
one produces good poetry because of her/his good
character.

very hard to outdo him, which is natural, a
phenomenon well-expounded by Harold Bloom in his
theory of the anxiety of influence. There is a certain
depth of laziness in critics or reviewers who see all
writers or poets as imitating one person. Did you read
Adaobi Tricia Nwaubani’s “In Africa, the Laureate’s
Curse”? In her estimation, all African writers, including
herself!, write like Soyinka. Her argument is a classic
example of lazy, ignorant people hooking all writings to
one person. It never occurred to her that Soyinka did
not write his books in heavens; that he wrote them here
on earth after having read other authors. If you follow
her logic, you would conclude that Soyinka also
imitated someone. A good critic or reviewer looks for
what is particular about a book or an author, that is,
how the book or author utilizes the same literary tools
to say or mean something. It is only critics and
reviewers who cannot pursue this course that come
out to say all writers are imitating someone.

Do you think art generally has a moral force?
No. I think people bring “moral force” into art by their
readings. No reading is innocent. We all come to a piece
of literary work with our biases and sentiments.
A critic once argued that Nigerian poets are hung-up on
Niyi Osundare, meaning, I suppose, that his influence or
dominance on them has been for the “worse”?
Nigerian poets and Osundare write from the same
cultural, linguistic, socio-political backgrounds. He has
worked harder and placed himself ahead of others. No
poets hang on him. If anything, the poets are working
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